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ABSTRACT
Oxy-combustion is one of the most competitive technologies for retrofitting existing
pulverized coal-fired power plants to facilitate carbon capture and sequestration processes to
reduce fossil fuel-derived carbon dioxide emissions into the atmosphere. However, one of the
obstacles hindering the widespread commercialization of this technology is the need to
recirculate large volumes of flue gas to the boiler. Second generation atmospheric pressure
oxy-combustion technologies have been developed to reduce the volume of recirculated flue
gas by using high oxygen concentrations in the inlet oxidizer streams. However, recent
experiments have shown that an increased ash deposition propensity is associated with these
oxygen-enriched environments. This increase has been primarily attributed to aerodynamic
effects, namely the higher ash concentrations associated with the reduction in flue gas
volumetric flow rates and ash particle size distribution variations possibly due to a more
intense combustion at the higher temperatures in the oxygen-enriched environments. Since
the Stokes number and impaction efficiencies both decrease as velocity decreases for a fixed
particle size, ash deposition rates under oxy-combustion conditions should be lower than
those under air combustion conditions. The primary hypothesis of this thesis is that the ash
particle size distribution variations is the aerodynamic effect that most influences numerical
predictions of ash impaction and outside ash deposition rates.
In order to test this hypothesis, 25 highly resolved numerical simulations of wellcharacterized pulverized coal combustion tests that were performed at The University of
Utah under air combustion, first generation oxy-combustion, and second generation
atmospheric pressure oxy-combustion conditions were completed. Two different coal types
from the combustion tests were examined in these numerical simulations: a non-swelling,
xx

sub-bituminous Powder River Basin coal and a swelling, bituminous Utah Sufco coal. The
measured outside ash deposition rates from the Utah Sufco coal combustion tests were
approximately 5x larger than the outside ash deposition rates from the Powder River Basin
coal combustion tests. Additionally, the outside ash deposition rates of the second generation
atmospheric pressure oxy-combustion tests were approximately 2x and 3x larger than the
outside ash deposition rates of the air combustion tests for the Powder River Basin coal and
the Utah Sufco coal, respectively. The outside ash deposition rates were measured at a
location within the experimental apparatus where the flow was predominantly laminar and
complete combustion had been achieved. In all 25 numerical simulations, predictions of
temperature, velocity, and flue gas volumetric flow rate agreed well with the respective
experimental measurements and estimates.
The first 13 numerical simulations were completed for a sensitivity study of Powder
River Basin coal combustion to investigate the effect of changing 3 different parameters on
predicted ash impaction rates: 1) the number of bins, or resolution, specified for the inlet coal
particle size distribution model, 2) the model for the coal density-diameter variations
(shrinking core versus shrinking sphere), and 3) the inlet coal particle size distribution model
(to account for the significant variations in the measured sieve mass fractions of the larger
sized particles). The following combustion conditions were investigated: AIR, 27 vol%
oxygen with 73 vol% carbon dioxide (OXY27), and 50 vol% oxygen with 50 vol% carbon
dioxide (OXY50). The ability of these numerical simulations to accurately predict the outside
ash deposition rates from the Powder River Basin coal combustion tests was also evaluated.
The predicted ash impaction rate showed an obvious sensitivity to all three numerical
simulation parameters, which supported the hypothesis of this thesis and reaffirmed the
xxi

recent findings that numerical ash impaction rate predictions are critically dependent upon
numerical ash particle size distribution predictions. 120 bins were deemed necessary for
accurately resolving the inlet coal particle size distribution, which is significantly larger than
the 40 to 80 bins that have been reported in the ash deposition literature. The measured trends
in the outside ash deposition rates from the Powder River Basin coal combustion tests could
not be accurately predicted (qualitatively and quantitatively) by these numerical simulations
despite using established best Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes simulation practices. This
was attributed to the overestimation of the impaction and deposition rates on the leeward side
of the probe likely due to the unavailability of an accurate fly ash particle size distribution.
The accuracy of the predictions may be improved with the availability of fly ash particle size
distribution data in the 10-400 μm range and incorporating/modeling this distribution in the
numerical simulations.
The remaining 12 numerical simulations were completed to investigate the effect of
changing 3 different parameters on predictions of outside ash deposition rates for the Utah
Sufco coal: 1) the swelling coefficient of the combusting particle, 2) the spread parameter of
the inlet coal particle size distribution model, and 3) the mean diameter of the inlet coal
particle size distribution model. The following combustion conditions were investigated:
AIR, 27 vol% oxygen with 73 vol% carbon dioxide (OXY27), and 70 vol% oxygen with 30
vol% carbon dioxide (OXY70). Again, the predicted ash deposition rates were noticeably
affected by changing any of these three parameters. 120 bins were deemed necessary for
accurately resolving the inlet coal particle size distribution. Utilizing accurate inlet coal
particle size distribution measurements in the numerical simulations could not predict the
outside ash deposition rates from the Utah Sufco coal combustion tests, which further

xxii

supported the hypothesis of this thesis and reaffirmed the recent findings that numerical ash
deposition predictions are critically dependent upon numerical ash particle size distribution
predictions. However, the measured ash deposition trends could be replicated successfully
when the swelling coefficient and spread parameter were adjusted such that the measured and
simulated ash deposit particle size distributions matched. For the range of velocities
investigated in this research (0.2-1 m/s), measurements of the fly ash particle size distribution
in the 10-400 μm range were identified as a critical variable influencing the deposition rate
predictions in the numerical simulation of these experimental combustion tests.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1. Motivation and Purpose
The motivation behind the research presented in this thesis is to contribute to the
urgent need to numerically predict ash deposition on boiler heat transfer surfaces in advance
for the near-term implementation of the oxy-combustion technology in existing pulverized
coal-fired power plants [1-3]. Ash deposition on boiler heat transfer surfaces is detrimental
because it causes numerous problems, including, but not limited to, reduced heat transfer
rates and boiler efficiency, increased boiler tube corrosion, and, in some cases, unscheduled
and costly boiler shutdowns [4-7]. Therefore, the ability to numerically predict ash deposition
on boiler heat transfer surfaces in advance is anticipated to expedite the implementation of
the oxy-combustion technology in existing pulverized coal-fired power plants.
The research presented in this thesis contributes toward fulfilling the aforementioned
need by ascertaining that ash particle size distribution (PSD) variations are the primary
variable influencing the accuracy of numerical predictions of ash impaction and outside ash
deposition rates. This is a meaningful contribution because variations in the ash PSD are
often ignored in numerical simulations of ash impaction and deposition since the changes to
the inlet coal PSD that occur due to the different physio-chemical transformations a coal
particle experiences during combustion cannot be inherently accounted for in the commonly
used Euler-Lagrange approach. Some numerical models have been developed to simulate the
physio-chemical transformations and resultant changes to the inlet coal PSD [8, 9], but these
models, such as fragmentation and their corresponding parameters, are usually coal-specific

1

and, therefore, cannot be employed universally. In the research presented in this thesis, a
novel numerical simulation strategy is utilized to overcome the inability of the EulerLagrange approach to capture the changes to the inlet coal PSD, thereby providing a unique
opportunity to investigate the influence of the ash PSD variations on ash impaction and
outside ash deposition rates.
The novel numerical simulation strategy utilized in the research presented in this
thesis is adjusting the swelling coefficient of the combusting particle and the numerical
simulation parameters that directly alter the inlet coal PSD with the aim of matching the
measured ash deposit PSD without significantly altering the flow field (temperature and
velocity) near the deposition surface. Since this strategy has not been extensively
implemented, its effect on the numerical predictions of ash impaction and outside ash
deposition rates for different coal types under air combustion, first generation oxycombustion, and second generation atmospheric pressure oxy-combustion conditions is not
well understood. Therefore, the overarching purpose of the research presented in this thesis is
investigating the effects of adjusting the swelling coefficient of the combusting particle and
the numerical simulation parameters that directly alter the inlet coal PSD on numerical
predictions of ash impaction and outside ash deposition rates for the Powder River Basin
(PRB) and Utah Sufco coals under air combustion, first generation oxy-combustion, and
second generation atmospheric pressure oxy-combustion conditions. This purpose was
achieved by completing highly resolved numerical simulations of well-characterized
pulverized coal combustion tests performed by researchers from the Department of Chemical
Engineering and Institute for Clean and Secure Energy at The University of Utah [10, 11].
The PRB and Utah Sufco coals were chosen because they were the only coals from the
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experimental combustion tests performed at The University of Utah [10, 11] combusted
under air combustion, first generation oxy-combustion, and second generation atmospheric
pressure oxy-combustion conditions. To the best of the author’s knowledge, the research
presented in this thesis is the first to utilize the novel strategy described at the beginning of
this paragraph to investigate the influence of the ash PSD variations on ash impaction and
outside ash deposition rates for two different coal types under air and oxy-combustion
conditions.
1.2. Thesis Organization
The remainder of this thesis is organized into four distinct chapters. Chapter 2
provides background information on the main topics examined in this thesis, namely oxycombustion, ash deposit formation processes and mechanisms, and numerical simulation of
ash impaction and deposition. Chapter 3 contains the numerical simulation work of the three
experimental PRB combustion tests [10, 11]. The primary focus of Chapter 3 is a sensitivity
study investigating the effect of changing three separate numerical simulation parameters that
directly alter the inlet PRB coal PSD on predictions of ash impaction rates. The swelling
coefficient of the combusting PRB coal particle is not altered in Chapter 3 because the PRB
coal is non-swelling. Although the sensitivity study is the primary focus of Chapter 3,
numerical predictions of outside ash deposition rates are compared against experimental
measurements of outside ash deposition rates [10, 11]. Chapter 4 contains the numerical
simulation work of the three experimental Utah Sufco coal combustion tests [10, 11]. The
primary focus of Chapter 4 is investigating the effect of changing the swelling coefficient of
the combusting Utah Sufco coal particle and two separate numerical simulation parameters
that directly alter the inlet Utah Sufco coal PSD on predictions of the experimentally
3

measured outside ash deposition rates [10, 11]. The swelling coefficient of the combusting
Utah Sufco coal particle is altered in Chapter 4 because the Utah Sufco coal swells during
devolatilization. Finally, Chapter 5 contains a summary of the main results and conclusions
from Chapters 3 and 4 as well as suggestions for future numerical simulation work utilizing
the novel approach described in this research.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
2.1. Global Warming and Oxy-Combustion
The Earth’s temperature has been rising steadily since the Industrial Revolution and
one of the main reasons why is the increasing levels of carbon dioxide emitted into the
atmosphere from the combustion of coal for electricity generation [1]. Reducing the carbon
dioxide emissions from pulverized coal-fired power plants is considered a vital step for
slowing global warming. A promising approach for achieving this reduction is the carbon
capture and sequestration process [1]. In this process, the carbon dioxide generated from the
coal combustion is captured and stored deep underground in various suitable geological
formations to prevent emission into the atmosphere [2]. The candidate technologies
developed to date fall into three categories: pre-combustion capture, post combustion
capture, or post combustion capture facilitated by oxy-combustion [1, 2]. Post combustion
capture facilitated by oxy-combustion is one of the most competitive technologies for
retrofitting existing pulverized coal-fired power plants to enable the carbon capture and
sequestration process [1, 3, 4]. Therefore, this technology is researched in this work.
In oxy-combustion, the coal is burned with a mixture of oxygen and recycled flue gas,
comprised mostly of carbon dioxide and water vapor, as the oxidizer instead of air [1, 5]. The
oxygen is obtained by feeding air through an air separation unit (ASU) where the nitrogen is
removed and the resulting oxygen is mixed with recycled flue gas. The mixture of oxygen
and recycled flue gas is then injected with coal into the boiler [2]. The excess flue gas that is
not recycled to adjust the boiler’s temperature has a very low concentration of nitrogen and is
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cooled to condense the water vapor [2]. As a result, a nearly pure stream of carbon dioxide is
generated that undergoes compression for geological sequestration [1, 5].
There are three categories of oxy-combustion: first generation oxy-combustion,
second generation atmospheric pressure oxy-combustion, and second generation pressurized
oxy-combustion [6]. First generation oxy-combustion processes are carried out under
atmospheric pressure and can utilize various amounts of recycled flue gas [5, 6]. When the
inlet oxidizer concentration is 25-30 vol% oxygen with the balance being carbon dioxide,
flame temperatures and heat fluxes similar to those of air combustion are produced [6-8]. In
this work, first generation oxy-combustion was represented by an oxidizer comprised of 27
vol% oxygen and 73 vol% carbon dioxide. Second generation oxy-combustion processes are
being developed to minimize the power plant energy and efficiency penalties incurred from
the ASU, flue gas recirculation system, and carbon dioxide compression and purification unit
[6, 7]. In second generation atmospheric pressure oxy-combustion processes higher flame
temperatures are experienced allowing the amount of recycled flue gas to be minimized and
higher oxygen concentrations in the inlet oxidizer stream to be used [6, 7]. Reducing the
amount of recycled flue gas decreases the cost associated with the flue gas recirculation
system [6]. The higher flame temperatures also increase the radiative and convective heat
transfer efficiencies within the boiler [6, 7]. In this work, second generation atmospheric
pressure oxy-combustion was represented by an oxidizer comprised of either 50 vol%
oxygen and 50 vol% carbon dioxide or 70 vol% oxygen and 30 vol% carbon dioxide. Second
generation pressurized oxy-combustion processes are carried out under pressures of 15-20
atmospheres with little to no recycled flue gas [6]. This category of oxy-combustion was not
considered in this work and will not be discussed further.
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2.2. Ash Deposit Formation Processes and Mechanisms
Although oxy-combustion is a promising solution for reducing the carbon dioxide
emissions from pulverized coal-fired power plants, one of the obstacles making widespread
commercialization of this technology difficult is the general increase of ash deposition on
boiler heat transfer surfaces due to the higher ash concentrations and lower gas velocities
caused by the higher oxygen concentrations in the inlet oxidizer streams [9-12]. Ash
deposition on boiler heat transfer surfaces is detrimental because it causes numerous
problems, including, but not limited to, reduced heat transfer rates and boiler efficiency,
increased boiler tube corrosion, and, in some cases, unscheduled and costly boiler shutdowns
[13-16]. The overall ash deposition rate depends on three processes: formation of ash
particles, transportation and deposition of the ash particles on a boiler heat transfer surface,
and the ash particles sticking to or rebounding from the boiler heat transfer surface upon
impaction [17, 18]. Formation of ash particles is not within the scope of this work and will
not be discussed further. Therefore, the discussion in this section will focus on the
transportation and deposition of the ash particles on a boiler heat transfer surface and the ash
particles sticking to or rebounding from the boiler heat transfer surface upon impaction.
2.2.1. Transportation and Deposition of the Ash Particles on a Boiler Heat Transfer Surface
In a comprehensive ash deposition review article, Kleinhans et al. [19] identified six
mechanisms that govern the transportation and deposition of the ash particles on a boiler heat
transfer surface. These six mechanisms are: inertial impaction, thermophoresis, eddy
deposition on the front side of the boiler heat transfer surface facing toward the flue gas flow,
eddy deposition on the back side of the boiler heat transfer surface facing away from the flue
gas flow, condensation, and chemical reaction [19]. These mechanisms are illustrated in
9

Figure 2.1. Inertial impaction is the only mechanism within the scope of this work.
Therefore, the discussion in this section will focus solely on the mechanism of inertial
impaction.

Figure 2.1. Mechanisms Governing the Transportation and Deposition of Ash Particles on a
Boiler Heat Transfer Surface [19]
Kleinhans et al. [19] reported inertial impaction is the dominant mechanism
governing the transportation and deposition of ash particles on a boiler heat transfer surface.
This mechanism describes the phenomenon of large fly ash particles with a particle diameter
(dp) greater than 10 μm impacting a boiler heat transfer surface because their inertia prevents
them from following the streamlines around the boiler heat transfer surface [6, 19]. The large
fly ash particles approaching the boiler heat transfer surface cannot follow the curvature of
the streamlines due to their large mass [19]. Therefore, these large fly ash particles with high
inertia barely respond to changes in the fluid flow and, as a result, keep their original
trajectory [19]. A schematic of the inertial impaction mechanism is shown in Figure 2.2.
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Inertial impaction depends upon several variables and is commonly expressed by the Stokes
number (St) [19], which is defined as:
𝑆𝑡 =

2𝑢
𝜌𝑝 𝑑𝑝
𝑝

9𝜇𝑔 𝐷

𝜓

2.1

where ρp, dp, and up are the ash particle density, diameter, and velocity, respectively, μg is the
gas viscosity, D is the outer diameter of the boiler heat transfer surface, and ψ is a correction
factor for ash particles that do not obey Stokes’ law [19].

Figure 2.2. Schematic of Inertial Impaction on a Boiler Heat Transfer Surface [19]
2.2.2. Ash Particles Sticking or Rebounding Upon Impacting a Boiler Heat Transfer Surface
Once ash particles are transported and deposited on a boiler heat transfer surface, they
can either stick or rebound [6, 19]. The probability of ash particles sticking to a boiler heat
transfer surface is dependent upon various properties of the ash particles as well as the boiler
heat transfer surface [6, 19]. The following list compiled by Kleinhans et al. [19] summarizes
the main properties affecting the probability of ash particles sticking to a boiler heat transfer
surface: the melt fraction, viscosity, and surface tension/energy of the ash particles, kinetic
energy of the ash particles and their deformation upon impaction, shape and surface
roughness of the ash particles, angle of impaction, boiler heat transfer surface roughness and
geometry, the melt fraction, viscosity, and surface tension/energy of the boiler heat transfer
11

surface, and the forces between the ash particles and the boiler heat transfer surface (e.g.,
adhesion or van der Waals forces). Based on these properties, many different criteria have
been developed to predict the sticking probability of impacting ash particles on a boiler heat
transfer surface [19]. These criteria can be classified as critical melt fraction criteria, critical
viscosity criteria, or energy conservation and critical velocity criteria [19].
A critical melt fraction criterion uses the melt fraction of the ash particles to
determine their sticking probability [19]. If the melt fraction is above a critical value, the ash
particles stick to the boiler heat transfer surface [19]. Many different critical melt fraction
values have been used in the literature and they are highly dependent upon the fuel properties
and combustion conditions [19-26]. Similar to the critical melt fraction criterion, a critical
viscosity criterion uses the viscosity of the ash particles to identify their sticking probability
[19]. Since ash particles are softer and stickier at lower viscosity values, a viscosity above the
chosen critical viscosity value results in the ash particles rebounding from the boiler heat
transfer surface [19]. Numerous critical viscosity values ranging from 2 to 109 Pa∙s have been
used in the literature because they are also dependent upon the fuel properties and
combustion conditions [19, 27-38]. Finally, an energy conservation and critical velocity
criterion is based on the energy conservation of the ash particles during impaction [19]. The
energy balance is used to calculate the critical velocity below which the ash particles stick to
the boiler heat transfer surface [19]. Again, various critical velocity values have been used in
the literature because of their dependence on the fuel properties and combustion conditions
[19, 39-49].
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2.3. Numerical Simulation of Ash Impaction and Deposition
Since ash deposition on boiler heat transfer surfaces is generally increased under oxycombustion conditions, an urgent need for the near term implementation of the oxycombustion technology is the ability to numerically predict the ash deposition in advance [3,
19, 50]. This ability is dependent upon accurate numerical predictions of ash impaction
because, as previously mentioned, inertial impaction is the dominant mechanism governing
the transportation and deposition of ash particles on a boiler heat transfer surface [19].
Numerical simulations of ash impaction and deposition are commonly performed using the
Euler-Lagrange approach [7, 50, 51]. ANSYS Fluent 2019 R2’s Euler-Lagrange Discrete
Phase Model (DPM) [52] is utilized in this work. In the DPM, the fluid phase is treated as a
continuum by solving the Navier-Stokes equations for mass, momentum, energy, and species
conservation [52]. The discrete solid phase, however, is tracked in a Lagrangian frame of
reference throughout the calculated flow field [52]. This means the positions of the discrete
solid phase particles are tracked in a fixed coordinate system and their trajectories are
computed considering the effects of external forces [51, 52]. Dispersion of the discrete solid
phase particles is determined by turbulent velocity fluctuations [7, 52].
2.3.1. DPM Governing Equations
The governing equation for the conservation of mass, known as the continuity
equation, in the continuous fluid phase is [52]:
𝜕𝜌
𝜕𝑡

+ ∇ ∙ (𝜌𝜈⃗) = 𝑆𝑚
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2.2

where ρ is the fluid density, 𝜌𝜈⃗ is a mass flux vector, and Sm is a source term to represent the
mass added to the continuous phase from the discrete solid phase. The governing equation
for the conservation of momentum in the continuous fluid phase is [52]:
𝜕
𝜕𝑡

(𝜌𝜈⃗) + ∇ ∙ (𝜌𝜈⃗𝜈⃗) = −∇𝑝 + ∇ ∙ (𝜏⃗) + 𝜌𝑔⃗ + 𝐹⃗

2.3

where the first term on the left-hand side of equation 2.3 is the rate of change in momentum
per unit volume, the second term on the left-hand side of equation 2.3 is the rate of
momentum addition by convection per unit volume, p is the static pressure, the second term
on the right-hand side of equation 2.3 is the rate of momentum addition by molecular
transport per unit volume with 𝜏⃗ being the stress tensor, 𝜌𝑔⃗ is the gravitational body force,
and 𝐹⃗ is the external body force. The governing equation for the conservation of energy in
the continuous fluid phase, in terms of temperature, is [52]:
𝜕
𝜕𝑡

(𝜌𝐸) + ∇ ∙ (𝜈⃗(𝜌𝐸 + 𝑝)) = ∇ ∙ (𝑘𝑒𝑓𝑓 ∇𝑇 − ∑𝑗 ℎ𝑗 𝐽𝑗̅ + (𝜏⃗𝑒𝑓𝑓 ∙ 𝜈⃗)) + 𝑆ℎ

2.4

where the first term on the left-hand side of equation 2.4 is the rate of change in energy per
unit volume, the second term on the left-hand side of equation 2.4 is the energy transfer due
to convection, keff is the effective thermal conductivity, which is the sum of the thermal
conductivity (k) and the turbulent thermal conductivity (kt), 𝑘𝑒𝑓𝑓 ∇𝑇 is the energy transfer
due to conduction, 𝐽𝑗̅ is the diffusion flux of species j, ∑𝑗 ℎ𝑗 𝐽𝑗̅ is the energy transfer due to
species diffusion, 𝜏⃗𝑒𝑓𝑓 ∙ 𝜈⃗ is the energy transfer due to viscous dissipation, and Sh is a source
term that includes the heat of chemical reaction and any other user-defined volumetric heat
sources. The governing equation for the conservation of species in the continuous fluid phase
is [52]:
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𝜕
𝜕𝑡

(𝜌𝑌𝑖 ) + ∇ ∙ (𝜌𝜈⃗𝑌𝑖 ) = −∇ ∙ 𝐽⃗𝑖 + 𝑅𝑖 + 𝑆𝑖

2.5

where Yi is the local mass fraction of species i, the first term on the left-hand side of equation
2.5 is the rate of change in mass fraction of species i, the second term on the left-hand side of
equation 2.5 is the convective transfer of species i, 𝐽⃗𝑖 is the diffusion flux of species i, Ri is
the net rate of production of species i by chemical reaction, and Si is the rate of creation of
species i by addition from the discrete solid phase and any other user-defined sources. The
equation for the discrete solid phase trajectory in a Lagrangian framework, which includes
inertia of the discrete solid phase, the force of hydrodynamic drag, and the force of gravity, is
[52]:
̅𝑝
𝑑𝑢
𝑑𝑡

= 𝐹𝐷 (𝑢̅ − 𝑢̅𝑝 ) +

𝑔̅(𝜌𝑝 −𝜌)
𝜌𝑝

+ 𝐹̅

2.6

where 𝑢̅𝑝 is the ash particle velocity, FD is force of hydrodynamic drag, 𝑢̅ is the fluid phase
velocity, the first term on the right-hand side of equation 2.6 is the hydrodynamic drag force
per unit ash particle mass, 𝑔̅ is the force of gravity, and 𝐹̅ is an additional acceleration term.
In equation 2.6, FD is calculated as [52]:
18𝜇 𝐶𝐷 𝑅𝑒
2
𝑝 𝑑𝑝 24

𝐹𝐷 = 𝜌

2.7

where μ is the molecular viscosity of the fluid, CD is the drag coefficient, and Re is the
Reynolds number. In equation 2.7, CD is calculated as [52]:
𝑎

𝑎

𝐶𝐷 = 𝑎1 + 𝑅𝑒2 + 𝑅𝑒32
where a1, a2, and a3 are all numerical values that apply over several ranges of Re given by
Morsi and Alexander [52, 53]. Re is defined as [52]:
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2.8

𝑅𝑒 ≡

̅𝑝 −𝑢
̅|
𝜌𝑑𝑝 |𝑢

2.9

𝜇

Finally, ANSYS Fluent 2019 R2 uses the following four heat and mass transfer relationships
(or laws) to numerically simulate the heat and mass transfer of the discrete solid phase: inert
heating, inert cooling, devolatilization, and surface combustion [52]. The heat balance
relating the ash particle temperature to the convective heat transfer and the
absorption/emission of radiation at the ash particle surface is [52]:
𝑚𝑝 𝑐𝑝

𝑑𝑇𝑝
𝑑𝑡

= ℎ𝑐 𝐴𝑠,𝑝 (𝑇∞ − 𝑇𝑝 ) + 𝜀𝑝 𝐴𝑠,𝑝 𝜎𝑆𝐵 (𝜃𝑅4 − 𝑇𝑝4 )

2.10

where mp is the ash particle mass, cp is the ash particle heat capacity, Tp is the ash particle
temperature, hc is the convective heat transfer coefficient, As,p is the ash particle surface area,
T∞ is the local temperature of the continuous fluid phase, εp is the ash particle emissivity, σSB
is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.67×10-8 W/m2K4), and θR is the radiation temperature.
2.3.2. Description of the User-defined Function Utilized to Numerically Simulate the Ash
Impaction Rates and Outside Ash Deposition Rates
Although ANSYS Fluent 2019 R2 is a powerful computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
software on its own, its capabilities needed to be enhanced with a user-defined function
(UDF) to numerically simulate the complex ash impaction and deposition processes in this
work. A UDF is an add-on module and framework that customizes the ANSYS Fluent 2019
R2 solver to enable the numerical simulation of problem-specific processes, properties, and
many other features [52]. In this work, the ash impaction and deposition rates are numerically
simulated with a UDF recently developed and verified for air and oxy-combustion of coal by
Krishnamoorthy et al [7]. This UDF tracks the ash impaction rates and includes a Weber
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number-based capture criterion to determine the ash deposition rates [7]. In this UDF, the ash
impaction rates are representative of the total mass fluxes of the impacting ash particles and
the Weber number-based capture criterion accounts for the dependence of the ash deposition
rates on the stickiness of the depositing ash particles and wall, the temperature, ash
composition, and ash carbon conversion of the impacting ash particles, and the composition
and temperature of the wall’s prevailing ash deposits [7, 19, 50, 54]. The ash particle Weber
number (We) in this UDF is calculated as [7]:
𝑊𝑒 =

2
𝜌𝑝 𝑑𝑝 𝑢𝑝

𝜎

2.11

where σ is the composition dependent surface tension. In equation 2.11, σ is calculated as [7,
54]:
𝜎 = ∑𝑖1 (𝜎𝑖 𝑥𝑖 − 0.15 × (𝑇𝑝 − 1733)) × 0.001

2.12

where σi is the partial molar surface tension value of the ith ash constituent and xi is the molar
mass fraction of the ith ash constituent. The partial molar surface tension values for the ash
constituents in this work are adopted from Mills and Rhines [54]. The Weber number-based
capture criterion functions similarly to the criteria discussed in section 2.2.2. If the Weber
number of an ash particle is less than the specified criterion (either 10-2 or 10-5 in this work),
the ash particle is considered deposited and no further Lagrangian tracking is performed on it
[7]. However, the diameter of the deposited ash particle is recorded by this UDF so the
numerically predicted ash deposit PSD can be determined. Finally, the Weber number
capture criteria are chosen in an ad hoc manner to try to match the numerically predicted ash
deposition rates to the experimentally measured ash deposition rates [7].
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CHAPTER 3
The Effect of Ash Particle Size Distribution Variations on Numerical Predictions of Ash
Impaction Rates from the Air and Oxy-combustion of a Sub-bituminous Coal

Abstract
The changes to the inlet coal particle size distribution that occur due to the different
physio-chemical transformations a coal particle experiences during combustion cannot be
inherently accounted for in a Lagrangian tracking framework. To overcome this inability,
numerical models that simulate the physio-chemical transformations and resultant changes to
the inlet coal particle size distribution have been developed. However, these models are
typically coal-specific and, consequently, cannot be universally adopted. When ash deposit
particle size distribution data are available, a different strategy that can be utilized for
capturing the changes to the inlet coal particle size distribution during combustion is
adjusting the numerical simulation parameters that directly alter the inlet coal particle size
distribution to match the measured ash deposit particle size distribution. This strategy has not
been extensively implemented and its effect on the numerical predictions of ash impaction
rates is not well understood. As a step toward filling this void, highly resolved numerical
simulations of well-characterized pulverized coal combustion tests under air combustion,
first generation oxy-combustion, and second generation atmospheric pressure oxycombustion conditions were completed for a sensitivity study investigating the effect of
changing three separate numerical simulation parameters that directly alter the inlet coal
particle size distribution on predictions of ash impaction rates. The three numerical
simulation parameters that were changed were the number of bins, or resolution, specified for
the inlet coal particle size distribution model, the model for the coal density-diameter
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variations (shrinking core versus shrinking sphere), and the inlet coal particle size
distribution model (to account for the significant variations in the measured sieve mass
fractions of the larger sized particles). The ability of these numerical simulations to
accurately predict growth rates of outside ash deposits from the pulverized coal combustion
tests was also examined. The predicted ash impaction rates and outside ash deposit growth
rates were determined using a customized model. The predicted ash impaction rate showed
an obvious sensitivity to all three numerical simulation parameters, which reaffirmed the
recent findings that numerical ash impaction rate and, thus, outside ash deposition rate
predictions are critically dependent upon numerical ash particle size distribution predictions.
120 bins were deemed necessary for accurately resolving the inlet coal particle size
distribution, which is significantly larger than the 40 to 80 bins that have been reported in the
ash deposition literature. The measured trends in the outside ash deposition rates from the
Powder River Basin coal combustion tests could not be accurately predicted (qualitatively
and quantitatively) by these numerical simulations despite using established best Reynoldsaveraged Navier-Stokes simulation practices. This was attributed to the overestimation of the
impaction and deposition rates on the leeward side of the probe likely due to the
unavailability of an accurate fly ash particle size distribution. The accuracy of the predictions
may be improved with the availability of fly ash particle size distribution data in the 10-400
μm range and incorporating/modeling this distribution in the numerical simulations.
3.1. Introduction
The Earth’s temperature has been rising steadily since the Industrial Revolution and
one of the main reasons why is the increasing levels of carbon dioxide emitted into the
atmosphere from the combustion of coal for electricity generation [1]. Reducing the carbon
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dioxide emissions from pulverized coal-fired power plants is considered a vital step for
slowing global warming. A promising approach for achieving this reduction is the carbon
capture and sequestration process [1]. In this process, the carbon dioxide generated from the
coal combustion is captured and stored deep underground in various suitable geological
formations to prevent emission into the atmosphere [2]. The candidate technologies
developed to date fall into three categories: pre-combustion capture, post combustion
capture, or post combustion capture facilitated by oxy-combustion [1, 2]. Post combustion
capture facilitated by oxy-combustion is one of the most competitive technologies for
retrofitting existing pulverized coal-fired power plants to enable the carbon capture and
sequestration process [1, 3, 4]. In oxy-combustion, the coal is burned with a mixture of
oxygen and recycled flue gas, comprised mostly of carbon dioxide and water vapor, as the
oxidizer instead of air [1, 5]. Since the flue gas has a very low concentration of nitrogen, it is
easier to capture and sequestrate the carbon dioxide from the excess flue gas that is not
recycled to the boiler [1].
Although oxy-combustion is a promising solution for reducing the carbon dioxide
emissions from pulverized coal-fired power plants, one of the obstacles making widespread
commercialization of this technology difficult is the general increase of ash deposition on
boiler heat transfer surfaces due to the higher ash concentrations and lower gas velocities
caused by the higher oxygen concentrations in the inlet oxidizer streams [4, 6-8]. Ash
deposition on boiler heat transfer surfaces is detrimental because it causes numerous
problems, including, but not limited to, reduced heat transfer rates and boiler efficiency,
increased boiler tube corrosion, and, in some cases, unscheduled and costly boiler shutdowns
[9-12]. Therefore, substantial research has been conducted on ash deposition under oxy-
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combustion conditions and it has been determined the ability to numerically predict the ash
deposition in advance is an urgent need for the near-term implementation of the oxycombustion technology in existing pulverized coal-fired power plants [3, 13, 14]. The goal of
this work is to contribute toward fulfilling this need.
Ash deposition on boiler heat transfer surfaces involves various complex physiochemical mechanisms, however, inertial impaction of the larger diameter particles is the
dominant mechanism governing the process [7, 13-16]. Consequently, accurate numerical
predictions of ash deposition rates depend upon accurate numerical predictions of ash
impaction rates. Krishnamoorthy et al. [17] and Beckmann et al. [18] have demonstrated
numerical predictions of ash impaction and deposition rates are critically dependent upon
numerical ash PSD predictions. However, experimental measurements of the ash PSD are
usually not recorded. Instead, experimental measurements of the inlet coal PSD are more
commonly recorded. The inlet coal PSD is a necessary parameter for numerically simulating
pulverized coal combustion in a Lagrangian tracking framework [19], but it alone is not
sufficient for reasonable predictions of the ash impaction and deposition rates. This is
because, in a Lagrangian tracking framework, the coal particle diameter is held constant
while the coal particle density decreases to numerically simulate the coal particle mass
consumption during the combustion process [19, 20]. Therefore, the changes to the inlet coal
PSD that occur due to the different physio-chemical transformations a coal particle
experiences during combustion cannot be inherently accounted for in a Lagrangian tracking
framework. As a result, numerical models that simulate the physio-chemical transformations
and resultant changes to the inlet coal PSD have been developed [21, 22]. However, these
models are usually problem-specific and, consequently, cannot be widely used.
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A different strategy that can be adopted for capturing the changes to the inlet coal
PSD is adjusting the numerical simulation parameters that directly alter the inlet coal PSD.
This strategy has not been extensively utilized and its effect on the numerical predictions of
ash impaction rates is not well understood. As a step toward filling this void, the primary
purpose of this work is to complete highly resolved numerical simulations of wellcharacterized pulverized PRB coal combustion tests under air combustion, first generation
oxy-combustion, and second generation atmospheric pressure oxy-combustion conditions [7,
15] for a sensitivity study investigating the effect of changing three separate numerical
simulation parameters that directly alter the inlet PRB coal PSD on predictions of ash
impaction rates. In this sensitivity study, the three numerical simulation parameters that were
changed were the number of bins, or resolution, specified for the inlet PRB coal PSD model,
the inlet PRB coal density model, and the inlet PRB coal PSD model. Additionally, since
numerical ash deposition predictions are urgently needed [3, 13, 14], another purpose of this
work is examining the ability of these numerical simulations to accurately predict growth
rates of outside ash deposits from the pulverized PRB coal combustion tests [7, 15].
3.2. Materials and Methods
3.2.1. Description of Experimental Data and Apparatus
The experimental data numerically simulated in this work was adopted from an
expansive ash deposition study conducted by researchers from the Department of Chemical
Engineering and Institute for Clean and Secure Energy at The University of Utah [7, 15].
This study reported the growth rates of both the inside and outside ash deposits for 35 airand oxy-combustion tests of 11 different pulverized solid fuels. The fuels combusted in these
tests included coal, biomass, and blends of coal and biomass.
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The 35 combustion tests were performed using The University of Utah’s 100 kW
(rated maximum) down-fired oxy-fuel combustor (OFC), whose configuration is shown
schematically in Figure 3.1. The vertical section of the OFC, which was modeled in this
work, is comprised of the ignition zone from port 1 to port 3, the transition zone at port 4,
and the radiation zone from port 5 to port 9 [15]. The OFC is a self-sustained and
systematically controlled pilot-scale reactor that operates at realistic stoichiometric air to fuel
ratios (3% exhaust oxygen in the flue gas on a dry volume basis) [15]. Although the flow
became predominantly laminar in the radiation zone, the reactor’s swirl burner created
turbulent dispersion flames in the ignition zone, resulting in particle and gas species
concentrations and temperature-residence time profiles typical of full-scale boilers [15]. The
inside and outside ash deposits formed during the combustion tests were collected on an aircooled temperature-controlled deposit probe inserted into the reactor near port 6 [7, 23]. The
wall temperature of this probe was maintained at 922 K, a common surface temperature of
superheater tubes in industrial boilers [7, 15].

Figure 3.1. Schematic of The University of Utah’s OFC [7, 15]
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3.2.2. Selection of Experimental Data for Numerical Simulation
Out of the 35 combustion tests, 3 were chosen to be numerically simulated in this
work. In all three tests, the fuel combusted was a non-swelling and non-fragmenting subbituminous PRB coal, which had a high moisture content (~24 wt%) and low ash and sulfur
contents (~5 wt% and ~0.3 wt%, respectively) [23, 24]. The proximate and ultimate analyses
for the PRB coal are shown in Table 3.1. Table 3.2 provides the PRB coal’s ash analysis. In
each of the three tests, the PRB coal was combusted under one of the following combustion
conditions at a firing rate of 27 kW: air combustion (hereafter denoted as AIR), first
generation oxy-combustion with 27 vol% oxygen and 73 vol% carbon dioxide as the oxidizer
(hereafter denoted as OXY27), or second generation atmospheric pressure oxy-combustion
with 50 vol% oxygen and 50 vol% carbon dioxide as the oxidizer (hereafter denoted as
OXY50) [7, 15].
Table 3.1. Proximate and Ultimate Analyses of the Sub-bituminous PRB Coal [7, 15]
Proximate Analysis (wt%)
Ash
Moisture
Volatiles
Fixed Carbon
HHV (kJ/kg)

Ultimate Analysis (wt%, dry ash free)

4.94
23.69
33.36
38.01
21115

C
H
N
S
O
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75.27
5.03
1.09
0.32
18.29

Table 3.2. Ash Analysis of the Sub-bituminous PRB Coal [7, 15]
Compound

Ash Composition (wt%)

Al2O3

14.78

CaO

22.19

Fe2O3

5.20

MgO

5.17

MnO

0.01

P2O5

1.07

K2O

0.35

SiO2

30.46

Na2O

1.94

SO3

8.83

TiO2

1.30

These three tests were selected for this numerical simulation work because valuable
experimental data [5, 7, 15, 23, 25, 26], specifically two PSDs of the inlet PRB coal,
measurements of temperature and estimates of velocity at estimated axial particle residence
times (invoking the plug flow assumption) within the vertical section of the OFC, a PSD of
the outside ash deposits on the deposit probe for the OXY50 test only, and measurements of
growth rates for the outside ash deposits, was available for the numerical predictions to be
compared against. Additionally, since PRB was one of only two coals in the University of
Utah study combusted under three different combustion conditions [7, 15], simulation of
these three tests provided the unique opportunity to perform a sensitivity study investigating
the effect of changing the number of bins specified for the inlet PRB coal PSD model, the
inlet PRB coal density model, and the inlet PRB coal PSD model on the numerically
predicted ash impaction rates for a specific coal type across multiple combustion conditions.
Although the sensitivity study was the primary purpose of this work, the ability of the
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numerical simulations to accurately predict the experimental growth rates of the outside ash
deposits for these three tests was also examined. Overall, 13 numerical simulations were
completed in this work as detailed in section 3.2.3.
3.2.3. Description of the 13 Numerical Simulations
For the sake of clarity, roman numerals are used to identify the 13 numerical
simulations completed in this work. The sensitivity of the predicted ash impaction rate to the
number of bins specified for the inlet PRB coal PSD model was investigated in numerical
simulations I-IV. In previous numerical simulation work of air and oxy-combustion of coal,
Krishnamoorthy and Wolf [27] discovered 40 bins were needed to adequately simulate the
coal particle radiative properties. Therefore, 40 bins were used in numerical simulation I,
which served as the initial resolution for this group of four numerical simulations. The
resolution was then increased by 40 bins in each of the three subsequent numerical
simulations. As a result, 80 bins were used in numerical simulation II, 120 bins were used in
numerical simulation III, and 160 bins were used in numerical simulation IV.
The sensitivity of the predicted ash impaction rate to the inlet PRB coal density model
was investigated in numerical simulations V-X. The ANSYS Fluent 2019 R2 default density
model was utilized in numerical simulations V, VII, and IX, where the density specified for
the coal particle automatically changed, while the coal particle size remained constant, to
account for the coal particle mass consumption during the combustion process [17, 19]. In
numerical simulations VI, VIII, and X, a user-defined density model, developed and verified
for air and oxy-combustion of coal by Krishnamoorthy et al. [17], was utilized. In this userdefined density model, the coal particle density was determined and fixed at a constant value
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based on the extent of the coal particle mass consumption during the combustion process,
while the coal particle size was varied.
The sensitivity of the predicted ash impaction rate to the inlet PRB coal PSD model
was investigated in numerical simulations V and XI. The PRB coal was unique compared to
the other coals combusted in The University of Utah study [7, 15] because two different inlet
PSDs were reported for it [5, 26]. Consequently, each inlet PSD was characterized by its own
model as described in section 3.2.4. The model based on the inlet PRB coal PSD provided by
Zhang [5] was used in numerical simulation V, whereas the model based on the inlet PRB
coal PSD provided by Zhou [26] was used in numerical simulation XI.
Finally, the ability of the numerical simulations to accurately predict the experimental
growth rates of the outside ash deposits for the three experimental PRB combustion tests [7,
15] was examined in numerical simulations III, V-X, XII, and XIII. In all nine of these
numerical simulations, the growth rates of the outside ash deposits were determined by a
UDF recently developed and verified for air and oxy-combustion of coal by Krishnamoorthy
et al [17]. Further details about this UDF are provided in section 3.2.4. A summary of the
parameters investigated in the 13 numerical simulations, along with the corresponding
combustion conditions, is provided in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3. Specification of Which Parameters and Combustion Conditions Were Investigated
in Which Numerical Simulations
Parameter Investigated

Numerical Simulations in Which
the Parameter Was Investigated

Combustion
Condition

Number of bins specified for
the inlet PRB coal PSD model

I-IV

AIR

Inlet PRB coal density model

V and VI
VII and VIII
IX and X

AIR
OXY27
OXY50

Inlet PRB coal PSD model

V and XI

AIR

Outside ash deposit growth rate

III, V, and VI
VII, VIII, and XII
IX, X, and XIII

AIR
OXY27
OXY50

3.2.4. Numerical Simulation Methodologies
The commercially available CFD software ANSYS Fluent 2019 R2 was utilized for
the 3D steady state numerical simulation of the three experimental PRB combustion tests.
The vertical section of the physical OFC was simulated in ANSYS Fluent 2019 R2 using the
geometry shown in Figure 3.2. This axisymmetric geometry was built and meshed with 1.1
million cells in ANSYS Workbench. The geometry had an overall length of 3.8 meters and
was comprised of three zones. The first zone was the ignition zone, which had a length of 1.2
meters and a diameter of 0.6 meters. As illustrated in Figure 3.2, a coaxial burner design was
incorporated into the ignition zone. The coaxial burner design consisted of the primary and
secondary burners. Premixed coal and oxidizer entered the computational domain through the
primary burner, while additional oxidizer entered through the secondary burner. The second
zone was the converging zone, which was 0.3 meters in length and gradually tapered the
ignition zone diameter to match the radiation zone diameter. The desired swirling flow
generated in the ignition zone by the coaxial burner was dissipated over the length of the
converging zone. The final zone was the radiation zone, which had a length of 2.3 meters and
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a diameter of 0.3 meters. The physical air-cooled temperature-controlled deposit probe used
in the University of Utah study [7, 15] was included in the geometry as a cylinder located 2.3
meters away from the coaxial burner. The cylinder had a length of 0.14 meters and a
diameter of 0.06 meters. The near-wall boundary layer thickness surrounding the cylinder
was 1.3x10-5 meters to 2.4x10-5 meters. This highly resolved boundary layer grid satisfied the
stringent spatial resolution requirement of Δ ≤ 0.3240𝐷/4√𝑅𝑒 for the boundary layer flow
field surrounding a depositing surface, where Δ is the size of the numerical cells adjacent to a
cylinder of diameter D and Re is the Reynolds number based on the cylinder diameter [17,
28].

Figure 3.2. 3D Axisymmetric Geometry Created to Model the Vertical Section of The
University of Utah’s OFC [17, 29]
Various thermal, momentum, and species boundary conditions were imposed on the
geometry’s inlet, outlet, and wall surfaces to turn the geometry into a working and accurate
CFD model of the physical OFC. The thermal boundary conditions for the inlet and wall
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surfaces used in this work were adopted from previously verified numerical simulations of
this University of Utah study [7, 15] completed by University of North Dakota chemical
engineering graduate students KayLee Smith and Trevor Seidel [29, 30]. The wall
temperature of the model’s ash deposit probe was set to 922 K to match the wall temperature
of the physical air-cooled temperature-controlled deposit probe during the combustion tests
[7, 15]. Additionally, the radiation zone wall surface, to which the model’s ash deposit probe
was attached, was specified as a convective heat transfer boundary condition with a heat
transfer coefficient (h) of 5 W/m2-K and a free stream, or surrounding fluid, temperature (T∞)
of 300 K to simulate natural circulation conditions and mild heating of the furnace walls [17,
31]. Table 3.4 summarizes all of the thermal boundary conditions utilized in this work. The
inlet momentum and species boundary conditions specified for the model’s two coaxial
burners matched the reported experimental inlet coal and oxidizer flow rates [15, 25] and are
listed in Table 3.5. Finally, the model’s flue gas outlet surface was set as an outflow
boundary condition to facilitate convergence of the numerical simulations [19].
Table 3.4. Thermal Boundary Conditions Specified for the Geometry’s Inlet and Wall
Surfaces
Geometry Location
Ignition zone wall

Thermal Boundary
Condition Type
Fixed temperature

Specifications
1250 K

Coaxial burners inlet
gas temperature

Fixed temperature

480 K

Converging zone wall

Convective heat transfer

h = 5 W/m2-K and T∞ = 300 K

Radiation zone wall

Convective heat transfer

h = 5 W/m2-K and T∞ = 300 K

Ash deposit probe wall

Fixed temperature

922 K
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Table 3.5. Inlet Momentum and Species Boundary Conditions Specified for the Geometry’s
Coaxial Burners
Boundary Condition

AIR

Combustion Condition
OXY27
OXY50

PRB coal mass flow rate (kg/h)

4.54

4.54

4.54

Primary burner oxidizer mass
flow rate (kg/h)

9.07

9.07

9.07

21

0

0

N2

79

0

0

CO2

0

100

100

29.62

28.98

9.03

21

28

84

N2

79

0

0

CO2

0

72

16

Primary burner species
concentrations (mol%)
O2

Secondary burner oxidizer
mass flow rate (kg/h)
Secondary burner species
concentrations (mol%)
O2

A DPM surface injection released from the model’s primary burner surface was used
to simulate the inlet pulverized PRB coal stream in the experimental combustion tests. One
of the properties required for characterizing a discrete phase surface injection in ANSYS
Fluent 2019 R2 is the diameter distribution method [19]. Since two different PSDs for the
inlet PRB coal were reported by The University of Utah researchers [5, 26], the RosinRammler method was utilized in this numerical simulation work. The first inlet PRB coal
PSD, provided by Zhang [5], and its corresponding Rosin-Rammler distribution function are
shown in Figure 3.3. The second inlet PRB coal PSD, provided by Zhou [26], and its
corresponding Rosin-Rammler distribution function are shown in Figure 3.4. In both Figure
3.3 and Figure 3.4, the functional form representing the Rosin-Rammler distribution function
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is given, where Yd is the mass fraction of particles with a diameter greater than a particle
diameter dp, 65 μm and 110 μm are the mean diameters for the first and second RosinRammler distribution functions, respectively, and 1.1 is the spread parameter.
The most notable difference between these two inlet PRB coal PSDs is the first PSD
is fairly narrow, encompassing particle diameters between 20 μm and 150 μm, while the
second PSD is fairly wide, encompassing particle diameters between 5 μm and 300 μm. This
difference is significant because it resulted in two different Rosin-Rammler distribution
functions for the same coal, which presented the opportunity to examine the sensitivity of the
numerically predicted ash impaction rate to the inlet PRB coal PSD model. This examination

Mass Fraction, Yd > Particle Diameter, dp

was a novel contribution of this work.
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Figure 3.3. Inlet PRB Coal PSD Provided by Zhang [5] and its Corresponding RosinRammler Distribution Function Utilized in Numerical Simulations I-IV and XI-XIII
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Figure 3.4. Inlet PRB Coal PSD Provided by Zhou [26] and its Corresponding RosinRammler Distribution Function Utilized in Numerical Simulations V-X
Devolatilization of the PRB coal was numerically simulated using the constant rate
devolatilization model, whereby volatilized species evolved from the PRB coal particle into
the computational domain at the specified constant rate of 50 s-1 [32]. A swelling coefficient
of 1 was utilized in all 13 numerical simulations because the PRB coal is non-swelling [24].
After the volatilized species were completely evolved, a kinetics/diffusion-limited particle
surface reaction char oxidation model was used to simulate the consumption of the
combustible fraction of the char particle [19]. This combustion model harmonically averages
a kinetic rate coefficient and a diffusion rate coefficient to determine the particle surface
reaction rate [19, 32-35]. Gas phase combustion was numerically simulated by a two-step
reaction mechanism consisting of coal volatiles oxidation followed by carbon monoxide
oxidation. As shown in Table 3.6, oxidation of the coal volatiles generated, among other
products, carbon monoxide, which was subsequently oxidized to carbon dioxide to simulate
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the complete combustion achieved during the experimental combustion tests [7, 15, 23].
Table 3.6 lists the chemical equations and kinetic parameters for these two oxidation
reactions.
Table 3.6. Summary of Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Reactions and Corresponding
Kinetic Parameters Used to Numerically Simulate Sub-bituminous PRB Coal Combustion
Reactions
Heterogeneous reactions
Devolatilization
Char oxidation
2C(s) + O2 → 2CO
Homogeneous reactions
Volatiles oxidation
vol + 1.03O2 → 1.18CO +
1.60H2O + 0.025N2 + 0.0065SO2
Complete CO oxidation
2CO + O2 → 2CO2

Pre-Exponential
Factor, A

Activation
Energy, Ea
(J/kmol)

Reference

50 (1/s)
0.002 (kg/m2sPa)

7.9E+07

[32]
[1]

2.1E+11 (1/s)

2.0E+08

[36]

2.2E+12 (1/s)

1.7E+08

[37]

The turbulent flow within the computational domain was numerically simulated using
two different Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) turbulence models. Numerical
simulations I-IV, which investigated the sensitivity of the predicted ash impaction rate to the
number of bins specified for the inlet PRB coal Rosin-Rammler distribution function, utilized
the realizable k-epsilon turbulence model with the Menter-Lechner near-wall treatment. The
Shear Stress Transport (SST) k-omega turbulence model was employed in numerical
simulations V-XI, which investigated the sensitivity of the predicted ash impaction rate to the
inlet PRB coal density model as well as the inlet PRB coal Rosin-Rammler distribution
function. Numerical simulations XII and XIII, which were completed in addition to
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numerical simulations III and V-X to assess the ability of the numerical simulations to
accurately predict the experimental growth rates of the outside ash deposits, utilized the
realizable k-epsilon turbulence model with the Menter-Lechner near-wall treatment. These
two RANS turbulence models were used in this work because their accuracy in resolving the
flow around the ash deposit probe was deemed adequate in previously verified numerical
simulations of this University of Utah study [7, 15] completed by University of North Dakota
chemical engineering graduate students KayLee Smith and Trevor Seidel [29, 30].
Furthermore, the suitability of RANS turbulence models for simulating the inertial impaction
process, by which the outside ash deposits were primarily formed [7, 15], in the
predominantly laminar flow near the ash deposit probe has been shown [17, 19, 26].
Therefore, utilizing these two different RANS turbulence models in this numerical simulation
work was considered acceptable.
Finally, the radiative properties of the PRB coal particle and the gas phase, the ash
impaction rates, and the growth rates of the outside ash deposits were numerically simulated
with user-defined functions (UDFs). UDFs are add-on modules and frameworks that enhance
the capabilities of the ANSYS Fluent 2019 R2 solver, enabling its customization for
numerically simulating problem-specific processes, properties, and many other features [19].
The UDF utilized for numerically simulating the PRB coal particle radiative properties was
previously developed and verified for air and oxy-combustion of coal by Krishnamoorthy
and Wolf [27]. This composition-dependent UDF accounted for the variations in the coal
particle’s absorptivity and scattering factor as it transformed to char and then ash during the
combustion process [27]. The UDF utilized for numerically simulating the gas phase
radiative property was previously developed and verified for air and oxy-combustion of coal
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by Krishnamoorthy [38]. This high fidelity UDF accounted for the effects of non-gray
radiation in the gas phase [38]. The UDF utilized for numerically simulating the ash
impaction rates and the growth rates of the outside ash deposits was recently developed and
verified for air and oxy-combustion of coal by Krishnamoorthy et al [17]. This UDF tracked
the ash impaction rates and included a Weber number-based capture criterion to determine
the outside ash deposit growth rates [17]. The capture criterion accounted for the dependence
of the outside ash deposit growth rates on the stickiness of the depositing ash particles and
wall, the temperature, ash composition, and ash carbon conversion of the impacting ash
particles, and the composition and temperature of the wall’s prevailing ash deposits [13, 14,
17, 39]. A complete summary of the ANSYS Fluent 2019 R2 frameworks used to
numerically simulate the various parameters of the PRB coal combustion system is provided
in Table 3.7.
Table 3.7. Summary of the ANSYS Fluent 2019 R2 Frameworks Invoked for Numerically
Simulating the Parameters of the Sub-bituminous PRB Coal Combustion System
Numerically Simulated Parameter

CFD Framework (ANSYS Fluent 2019 R2)

Multiphase hydrodynamics
Flow solver
Radiative transfer equation solver
Turbulence
Near wall-treatment*
Drag law
Gas phase chemistry

DPM
Pressure-based
Discrete ordinates radiation model
Realizable k-epsilon or SST k-omega
Menter-Lechner
Morsi-Alexander
Finite rate/Eddy dissipation

Gas phase radiative property

Perry (5gg) [38]

Combustion model
PRB coal density model

Kinetics/Diffusion limited
Default or User-defined

PRB coal devolatilization
PRB coal radiative properties

Constant
Variable Kabs and Kscat [27]

PRB coal scattering phase function

Anisotropic (forward scattering)

*for the realizable k-epsilon turbulence model only
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3.3. Results and Discussion
3.3.1. Validation of the Numerically Simulated PRB Coal Combustion Process
Before the results concerning the ash impaction rate sensitivity study and the outside
ash deposit growth rate predictions can be presented and discussed, it is necessary to validate
the numerical simulation of the PRB coal combustion process. Such validation is needed
because ash impaction and deposition occur as a result of the combustion process.
Consequently, meaningful ash impaction and deposition results depend upon accurate
numerical simulation of the combustion process. In this work, the accuracy of the
numerically simulated PRB coal combustion process was evaluated by comparing the
predicted temperature and velocity profiles and flue gas volumetric flow rates from the
numerical simulations against the available experimental measurements of temperature and
estimates of velocity at estimated axial particle residence times (invoking the plug flow
assumption) within the vertical section of the OFC and experimental measurements of flue
gas volumetric flow rates [7, 15, 25]. Predicting temperatures, velocities, and flue gas
volumetric flow rates in agreement with those observed experimentally is critical because
these process parameters significantly influence ash impaction and deposition behavior [13,
40, 41].
In all three experimental combustion tests, the gas temperatures in the ignition zone
were measured with a ceramic capped type B thermocouple, while an unshielded type K
thermocouple was used to measure the gas temperatures in the transition and radiation zones
[7, 15]. The velocity estimates were calculated using the gas flow rate and the cross-sectional
area of the OFC [15, 17]. Details regarding the measurement of the flue gas volumetric flow
rates were not reported. Additionally, uncertainty in these temperature and flue gas
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volumetric flow rate measurements and velocity estimates were not reported. Nevertheless,
the predicted temperatures and velocities from numerical simulations I-IV, which
investigated the sensitivity of the predicted ash impaction rate to the number of bins specified
for the inlet PRB coal Rosin-Rammler distribution function, are compared with the
experimental temperature measurements and velocity estimates as a function of estimated
axial particle residence time in Figure 3.5. The arrow in Figure 3.5 indicates the approximate
location of the geometry’s ash deposit probe based on the estimated axial particle residence
time. The sequence of the OFC’s port locations (see Figure 3.1) based on the estimated axial
particle residence time is also shown in Figure 3.5.
Good agreement between the predicted temperatures and velocities and the
experimental temperature measurements and velocity estimates in Figure 3.5 demonstrated
the adequacy of the numerical simulation methodologies utilized in this work. In fact, the
most the predicted temperatures and velocities differed from the experimental temperature
measurements and velocity estimates at the approximate ash deposit probe location, which
was the primary region of interest in this work, was only about 20 kelvin and 0.09 meters per
second (both from numerical simulation III), respectively. Further, Figure 3.5 indicates the
temperature and velocity predictions were practically invariant with respect to the number of
bins specified for the inlet PRB coal Rosin-Rammler distribution function because the four
temperature profiles were almost identical and the four velocity profiles were also almost
identical. This finding is meaningful because it revealed satisfactory temperature and velocity
predictions could be achieved in this work with a coarsely resolved inlet PRB coal RosinRammler distribution function, which helped reduce the computational effort required to
converge the numerical simulations [19, 27].
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Figure 3.5. Comparison of the Predicted Centerline Profiles from Numerical Simulations IIV Against the Experimentally Measured Temperatures and Estimated Velocities [7, 15] as a
Function of Estimated Axial Particle Residence Time Assuming Plug Flow with the
Approximate Ash Deposit Probe Location Indicated by an Arrow: (a) Temperature;
(b) Velocity
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The comparison of the predicted temperatures and velocities from numerical
simulations V-X, which investigated the sensitivity of the predicted ash impaction rate to the
inlet PRB coal density model, against the experimental temperature measurements and
velocity estimates as a function of estimated axial particle residence time is displayed in
Figure 3.6. As in Figure 3.5, the arrow in Figure 3.6 indicates the approximate location of the
geometry’s ash deposit probe based on the estimated axial particle residence time. The
sequence of the OFC’s port locations (see Figure 3.1) based on the estimated axial particle
residence time is again shown in Figure 3.6. The predicted temperatures and velocities
agreed well with the experimental temperature measurements and velocity estimates in
Figure 3.6, reinforcing the adequacy of the numerical simulation methodologies utilized in
this work. In fact, the most the predicted temperatures and velocities differed from the
experimental temperature measurements and velocity estimates at the approximate ash
deposit probe location, which was the primary region of interest in this work, was about 100
kelvin (from numerical simulation IX) and 0.09 meters per second (from numerical
simulation VI), respectively. Although the temperature difference was relatively large, the
numerical simulation was well converged (< 1% net energy imbalance) and further
convergence did not change the temperature predictions. Consequently, this difference was
deemed allowable for this work. Similar to Figure 3.5, the temperature and velocity
predictions in Figure 3.6 were essentially invariant with respect to the inlet PRB coal density
model, as evidenced by the nearly identical temperature profiles of the two numerical
simulations completed for each of the three combustion conditions and the nearly identical
velocity profiles of the two numerical simulations completed for each of the three
combustion conditions. Therefore, acceptable temperature and velocity predictions could be
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obtained in this work irrespective of the inlet PRB coal density model employed.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.6. Comparison of the Predicted Centerline Profiles from Numerical Simulations VX Against the Experimentally Measured Temperatures and Estimated Velocities [7, 15] as a
Function of Estimated Axial Particle Residence Time Assuming Plug Flow with the
Approximate Ash Deposit Probe Location Indicated by an Arrow: (a) AIR Temperature;
(b) AIR Velocity; (c) OXY27 Temperature; (d) OXY27 Velocity; (e) OXY50 Temperature;
(f) OXY50 Velocity
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The predicted temperatures and velocities from numerical simulation XI, which,
along with numerical simulation V, investigated the sensitivity of the predicted ash impaction
rate to the inlet PRB coal Rosin-Rammler distribution function, are compared with the
experimental temperature measurements and velocity estimates as a function of estimated
axial particle residence time in Figure 3.7. As in Figures 3.5 and 3.6, the arrow in Figure 3.7
indicates the approximate location of the geometry’s ash deposit probe based on the
estimated axial particle residence time. The sequence of the OFC’s port locations (see Figure
3.1) based on the estimated axial particle residence time is shown in Figure 3.7 as it was in
Figures 3.5 and 3.6. Good agreement between the predicted temperatures and velocities and
the experimental temperature measurements and velocity estimates in Figure 3.7 further
demonstrated the adequacy of the numerical simulation methodologies utilized in this work.
In fact, the most the predicted temperatures and velocities differed from the experimental
temperature measurements and velocity estimates at the approximate ash deposit probe
location, which was the primary region of interest in this work, was about 10 kelvin (from
numerical simulation XI) and 0.09 meters per second (from numerical simulation V),
respectively. As with Figures 3.5 and 3.6, Figure 3.7 shows the temperature and velocity
predictions were basically invariant with respect to the inlet PRB coal Rosin-Rammler
distribution function because the temperature profiles of the two numerical simulations were
almost identical and the velocity profiles of the two numerical simulations were also almost
identical. Therefore, adequate temperature and velocity predictions in this work could be
achieved regardless of the inlet PRB coal Rosin-Rammler distribution function used.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.7. Comparison of the Predicted Centerline Profiles from Numerical Simulations V
and XI Against the Experimentally Measured Temperatures and Estimated Velocities [7, 15]
as a Function of Estimated Axial Particle Residence Time Assuming Plug Flow with the
Approximate Ash Deposit Probe Location Indicated by an Arrow: (a) Temperature;
(b) Velocity
The comparison of the predicted temperatures and velocities from numerical
simulations XII and XIII, which were completed in addition to numerical simulations III and
V-X to examine the ability of the numerical simulations to predict the experimental growth
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rates of the outside ash deposits, against the experimental temperature measurements and
velocity estimates as a function of estimated axial particle residence time is shown in Figure
3.8. As in Figures 3.5-3.7, the arrow in Figure 3.8 indicates the approximate location of the
geometry’s ash deposit probe based on the estimated axial particle residence time. The
sequence of the OFC’s port locations (see Figure 3.1) based on the estimated axial particle
residence time is again shown in Figure 3.8. The predicted temperatures and velocities
agreed well with the experimental temperature measurements and velocity estimates for both
oxy-combustion conditions in Figure 3.8, again reinforcing the adequacy of the numerical
simulation methodologies utilized in this work. In fact, the most the predicted temperatures
and velocities differed from the experimental temperature measurements and velocity
estimates at the approximate ash deposit probe location, which was the primary region of
interest in this work, was about 150 kelvin and 0.04 meters per second (both from numerical
simulation XIII), respectively. Although the temperature difference was relatively large, the
numerical simulation was highly converged (~0.01% net energy imbalance) and further
convergence did not change the temperature predictions. Consequently, this difference was
deemed allowable for this work.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 3.8. Comparison of the Predicted Centerline Profiles from Numerical Simulations XII
and XIII Against the Experimentally Measured Temperatures and Estimated Velocities [7,
15] as a Function of Estimated Axial Particle Residence Time Assuming Plug Flow with the
Approximate Ash Deposit Probe Location Indicated by an Arrow: (a) OXY27 Temperature;
(b) OXY27 Velocity; (c) OXY50 Temperature; (d) OXY50 Velocity
Finally, the comparison of the predicted flue gas volumetric flow rates from all 13
numerical simulations against the experimental flue gas volumetric flow rate measurements
is provided in Table 3.8. Good agreement between the predicted flue gas volumetric flow
rates and the experimental flue gas volumetric flow rate measurements across all three
combustion conditions in Table 3.8 further demonstrated the adequacy of the numerical
simulation methodologies utilized in this work. Having validated the numerical simulation of
the PRB coal combustion process in all 13 numerical simulations, the results concerning the
ash impaction rate sensitivity study and the outside ash deposit growth rate predictions can
now be presented and discussed.
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Table 3.8. Comparison of the Predicted Flue Gas Volumetric Flow Rates from All 13
Numerical Simulations Against the Experimentally Measured Flue Gas Volumetric Flow
Rates [7, 15]
Numerical
Simulation
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
XI
VII
VIII
XII
IX
X
XIII

Combustion
Condition

Experimentally Measured
Predicted Flue Gas
Flue Gas Volumetric Flow Volumetric Flow Rate
Rate (Standard m3/h) [7, 15]
(Standard m3/h)

AIR

31

OXY27

24

OXY50

13

32
32
32
32
32
32
32
23
23
23
13
13
12

3.3.2. Ash Impaction Rate Sensitivity Study Results
It is well understood in the CFD ash deposition literature that, since inertial impaction
of the larger diameter particles is the dominant mechanism governing the ash deposition
process, accurate ash impaction predictions are necessary for accurate ash deposition
predictions [9, 12, 14, 17, 28, 42, 43]. Ash impaction rates for the three experimental PRB
combustion tests [7, 15] were not reported. Consequently, the predicted ash impaction rates
in this work could not be validated. However, given the considerable significance of the ash
impaction process on the ash deposition process, a sensitivity study was performed in lieu of
validating the predicted ash impaction rates.
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In this sensitivity study, the effect of changing the following three numerical
simulation parameters on the predicted ash impaction rate was investigated: the number of
bins specified for the inlet PRB coal Rosin-Rammler distribution function, the inlet PRB coal
density model, and the inlet PRB coal Rosin-Rammler distribution function. These three
numerical simulation parameters were chosen because they all directly alter the ash PSD in
ANSYS Fluent 2019 R2’s Lagrangian tracking framework in which the combusting particle
diameter does not change during the simulation for this non-swelling and non-fragmenting
PRB coal [17, 19, 24, 44, 45]. Emphasis was placed on the ash PSD in this work because
Krishnamoorthy et al. [17] and Beckmann et al. [18] have demonstrated ash impaction and
deposition rate predictions under air and oxy-combustion conditions from numerical
simulations were critically dependent upon ash PSD predictions. Furthermore, to the best of
the author’s knowledge, the effect of changing these three numerical simulation parameters,
which alter the ash PSD, on the predicted ash impaction rate under air and oxy-combustion
conditions has not been investigated. Therefore, this sensitivity study was considered a novel
contribution of this work. Finally, it is worth mentioning the predicted ash impaction rates
presented in this section were tracked by a UDF recently developed and verified for air and
oxy-combustion of coal by Krishnamoorthy et al. [17] and representative of the total mass
fluxes of the impacting ash particles on the geometry’s ash deposit probe.
The sensitivity of the predicted ash impaction rate to the number of bins specified for
the inlet PRB coal Rosin-Rammler distribution function was investigated under the AIR
combustion condition in numerical simulations I-IV. As previously mentioned, 40 bins were
used in numerical simulation I, 80 bins were used in numerical simulation II, 120 bins were
used in numerical simulation III, and 160 bins were used in numerical simulation IV. The
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predicted ash impaction rates from these four numerical simulations are provided in Table
3.9. As the number of bins specified for the inlet PRB coal Rosin-Rammler distribution
function increased from 40 to 120, an obvious sensitivity in the predicted ash impaction rate
was exhibited. In fact, the predicted ash impaction rate decreased approximately 9x when the
number of bins specified for the inlet PRB coal Rosin-Rammler distribution function
increased from 40 to 80. Additionally, when the number of bins specified for the inlet PRB
coal Rosin-Rammler distribution function increased from 80 to 120, the predicted ash
impaction rate increased approximately 3x. However, no change in the predicted ash
impaction rate was observed when the number of bins specified for the inlet PRB coal RosinRammler distribution function increased from 120 to 160.
Table 3.9. Sensitivity of the Predicted Ash Impaction Rate to the Number of Bins Specified
for the Inlet PRB Coal Rosin-Rammler Distribution Function Under the AIR Combustion
Condition in Numerical Simulations I-IV
Numerical Simulation

Number of Bins

Predicted Ash Impaction Rate (g/m2-h)

I
II
III
IV

40
80
120
160

900 ± 15
95 ± 29
330 ± 7
330 ± 2

A possible explanation for these three trends may be the finding of Krishnamoorthy
and Wolf [27] that an adequate number of bins must be specified for the inlet coal PSD
model because the fraction of mass distributed to the larger diameter particles can vary
significantly depending upon the number of bins specified for the inlet coal PSD model. This
dependency is pertinent to ash impaction rate predictions because, at the low gas velocities
within the vertical section of the OFC (< 1 meter per second), the PSD of the impacting ash
particles was likely dominated by larger diameter particles. Therefore, the significant
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variation in the predicted ash impaction rate as the number of bins specified for the inlet PRB
coal Rosin-Rammler distribution function increased from 40 to 80 to 120 bins suggested 40
and 80 bins were not adequate for this work. However, 120 bins appeared adequate for this
work because the predicted ash impaction rate remained constant as the number of bins
specified for the inlet PRB coal Rosin-Rammler distribution function increased from 120 to
160. Consequently, 120 bins were specified for the inlet PRB coal Rosin-Rammler
distribution function in the remaining nine numerical simulations of this work. Overall, the
sensitivity of the predicted ash impaction rate to the number of bins specified for the inlet
PRB coal Rosin-Rammler distribution function shown in Table 3.9 emphasized the finding of
Krishnamoorthy and Wolf [27] that an adequate number of bins must be specified for the
inlet coal PSD model because changing this numerical simulation parameter had an apparent
effect on the ash impaction rate predictions in this work.
The sensitivity of the predicted ash impaction rate to the inlet PRB coal density model
was investigated under all three combustion conditions in numerical simulations V-X. As
previously mentioned, the ANSYS Fluent 2019 R2 default density model was utilized in
numerical simulations V, VII, and IX, whereas a user-defined density model, developed and
verified for air and oxy-combustion of coal by Krishnamoorthy et al. [17], was utilized in
numerical simulations VI, VIII, and X. The predicted ash impaction rates from these six
numerical simulations are provided in Table 3.10. For each of the three combustion
conditions, the predicted ash impaction rate showed sensitivity to the inlet PRB coal density
model. In fact, when the inlet PRB coal density model was changed from the default model
to the user-defined model under the AIR combustion condition, the predicted ash impaction
rate decreased by about 1.3x. Under the OXY27 combustion condition, the predicted ash
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impaction rate increased by approximately 7.8x when the inlet PRB coal density model was
changed from the default model to the user-defined model. Under the OXY50 combustion
condition, the predicted ash impaction rate decreased by about 1.1x when the inlet PRB coal
density model was changed from the default model to the user-defined model.
Table 3.10. Sensitivity of the Predicted Ash Impaction Rate to the Inlet PRB Coal Density
Model Under All Three Combustion Conditions in Numerical Simulations V-X
Numerical
Simulation

Inlet PRB Coal
Density Model

V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X

Default
User-defined
Default
User-defined
Default
User-defined

Combustion
Condition
AIR
OXY27
OXY50

Predicted Ash Impaction
Rate (g/m2-h)
1700 ± 550
1300 ± 610
650 ± 9
5100 ± 13
4700 ± 67
4100 ± 11

A possible explanation for the trends observed under the AIR and OXY50
combustion conditions is based on the way the two density models accounted for the coal
particle mass consumption during the combustion process. In the default density model, an
initial coal particle density was specified and, as the coal particle mass consumption
occurred, the particle density decreased while the particle size was held constant [19, 20]. In
this work, an initial coal particle density of 1400 kg/m3 was specified because it is a typical
value for sub-bituminous coals [46] and an experimental measurement of the PRB coal
density was not reported. In the user-defined density model, however, a constant particle
density of 2600 kg/m3 was specified when the extent of the coal particle mass consumption
reached a value indicating only ash remained, which occurred predominately in the
geometry’s radiation zone where the ash deposit probe was located. This density was chosen
because it is a typical value for ash particles [47-49] and an experimental measurement of ash
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density was not reported. As the coal particle mass consumption occurred in the AIR and
OXY50 numerical simulations utilizing the user-defined density model, the particle size
decreased while the particle density was held constant at 2600 kg/m3 [17, 20]. Consequently,
the PSDs of the ash particles in the radiation zone for these two numerical simulations likely
consisted of fewer larger diameter particles compared to the PSDs of the ash particles in the
radiation zone for the AIR and OXY50 numerical simulations utilizing the default density
model. This consequence, along with the understanding that the low gas velocities within the
vertical section of the OFC (< 1 meter per second) favored the impaction of the larger, not
smaller, diameter particles, may therefore explain why the predicted ash impaction rates of
the AIR and OXY50 numerical simulations utilizing the user-defined density model were
lower than the predicted ash impaction rates of the AIR and OXY50 numerical simulations
utilizing the default density model.
In theory, the OXY27 numerical simulations should have shown the same trend in the
predicted ash impaction rate as the AIR and OXY50 numerical simulations, however, the
opposite trend was observed. Although this unexpected result is not yet fully understood, a
preliminary explanation is, for a reason not yet entirely known, the flow surrounding the ash
deposit probe in the OXY27 numerical simulation utilizing the default density model was
two orders of magnitude more turbulent (in terms of turbulent kinetic energy) compared to
the flow surrounding the ash deposit probe in the other five numerical simulations. The
eddies in this turbulent flow could not be resolved by the RANS SST k-omega turbulence
model [19, 50, 51]. Consequently, the effects of eddy diffusion on the ash impaction process,
which were likely significant in this turbulent flow, were not added to the predicted ash
impaction rate. This resulted in a predicted ash impaction rate that was at least 2x smaller
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than the other five predicted ash impaction rates in Table 3.10. Further investigation is
required to ascertain the cause of the highly turbulent flow surrounding the ash deposit probe
in the OXY27 numerical simulation utilizing the default density model. Overall, the
sensitivity of the predicted ash impaction rate to the inlet PRB coal density model shown in
Table 3.10 revealed the default density model was probably a more appropriate choice in this
work where the emphasis was placed on the larger diameter particles because, by the inertial
impaction process mainly, they were largely responsible for the growth of the outside ash
deposits.
The sensitivity of the predicted ash impaction rate to the inlet PRB coal RosinRammler distribution function was investigated under the AIR combustion condition in
numerical simulations V and XI. As previously mentioned, the Rosin-Rammler distribution
function based on the inlet PRB coal PSD provided by Zhang [5] was used in numerical
simulation V, whereas the Rosin-Rammler distribution function based on the inlet PRB coal
PSD provided by Zhou [26] was used in numerical simulation XI. The predicted ash
impaction rates from these two numerical simulations are provided in Table 3.11. When the
Rosin-Rammler distribution function was changed from the one based on the inlet PRB coal
PSD provided by Zhang [5] to the one based on the inlet PRB coal PSD provided by Zhou
[26], a noticeable sensitivity in the predicted ash impaction rate was shown. In fact, the
predicted ash impaction rate increased approximately 6x when the Rosin-Rammler
distribution function was changed from the one based on the inlet PRB coal PSD provided by
Zhang [5] to the one based on the inlet PRB coal PSD provided by Zhou [26].
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Table 3.11. Sensitivity of the Predicted Ash Impaction Rate to the Inlet PRB Coal RosinRammler Distribution Function Under the AIR Combustion Condition in Numerical
Simulations V and XI
Numerical
Simulation

Rosin-Rammler
Distribution Function

Predicted Ash Impaction
Rate (g/m2-h)

XI

Based on Zhang's inlet PRB
coal PSD measurements [5]

290 ± 8

V

Based on Zhou's inlet PRB
coal PSD measurements [26]

1700 ± 550

A possible explanation for this increase is, as shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4, the
Rosin-Rammler distribution function based on the inlet PRB coal PSD provided by Zhou
[26] had double the mass fraction of large diameter particles (dp ≥ 100 μm) compared to the
Rosin-Rammler distribution function based on the inlet PRB coal PSD provided by Zhang
[5]. In this work, a diameter of 100 μm or greater classified a particle as large because Zhan
[23, 25] reported, for the experimental OXY50 combustion test only, 100 μm was the
diameter in the PSD of the outside ash deposits associated with the largest mass fraction of
deposited particles. For the purposes of this work, it was assumed 100 μm was the diameter
in the PSD of the outside ash deposits associated with the largest mass fraction of deposited
particles for the experimental AIR combustion test as well because this experimental
information was only reported for the OXY50 combustion test. Since the PRB coal is nonswelling and non-fragmenting [24], it is probable the PSD of the outside ash deposits was
similar to the PSDs of the impacting ash particles and the inlet PRB coal. Consequently, the
PSD of the impacting ash particles in the numerical simulation using the Rosin-Rammler
distribution function based on the inlet PRB coal PSD provided by Zhou [26] likely had
double the mass fraction of large diameter particles (dp ≥ 100 μm) compared to the PSD of
the impacting ash particles in the numerical simulation using the Rosin-Rammler distribution
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function based on the inlet PRB coal PSD provided by Zhang [5]. This consequence, along
with the understanding that the low gas velocities within the vertical section of the OFC (< 1
meter per second) favored the impaction of the larger diameter particles, may therefore
explain why the predicted ash impaction rate increased approximately 6x when the RosinRammler distribution function was changed from the one based on the inlet PRB coal PSD
provided by Zhang [5] to the one based on the inlet PRB coal PSD provided by Zhou [26].
Overall, the sensitivity of the predicted ash impaction rate to the inlet PRB coal RosinRammler distribution function shown in Table 3.11 illustrated this numerical simulation
parameter had a clear effect on the predicted ash impaction rate, especially for a non-swelling
and non-fragmenting inlet coal like PRB [24].
3.3.3. Results of the Outside Ash Deposit Growth Rate Predictions
Although the ash impaction rate sensitivity study was the primary purpose of this
work, the ability of the numerical simulations to accurately predict the experimental growth
rates of the outside ash deposits for the three experimental PRB combustion tests [7, 15] was
also examined because a UDF developed and verified by Krishnamoorthy et al. [17] for
numerically simulating outside ash deposit growth rates under air and oxy-combustion
conditions was readily available to use and experimental measurements of the outside ash
deposit growth rates were reported for the numerical predictions to be compared against. The
ability of the numerical simulations to accurately predict the experimental growth rates of the
outside ash deposits for the three experimental PRB combustion tests [7, 15] was examined
in numerical simulations III, V-X, XII, and XIII. The experimentally measured outside ash
deposit growth rates and the predicted ash impaction rates and outside ash deposit growth
rates from these nine numerical simulations are provided in Table 3.12. There are also
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symbols next to the numerical simulation identifier in Table 3.12 to specify which numerical
simulation parameters and Weber number capture criterion were used. If the Weber number
of an ash particle impacting the geometry’s ash deposit probe was less than specified
criterion (either 10-2 or 10-5), the ash particle was considered deposited and no further
Lagrangian tracking was performed on it. The Weber number capture criteria were chosen in
an ad hoc manner to try to match the predicted outside ash deposit growth rates to the
experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth rates. Finally, it is worth mentioning the
entire area of the geometry’s ash deposit probe was utilized in the UDF of Krishnamoorthy et
al. [17] for numerically simulating the outside ash deposit growth rates provided in Table
3.12.
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Table 3.12. Comparison of the Predicted Outside Ash Deposit Growth Rates from Numerical
Simulations III, V-X, XII, and XIII Against the Experimentally Measured Outside Ash
Deposit Growth Rates [7, 15] for the Sub-bituminous PRB Coal Under All Three
Combustion Conditions

Numerical Combustion
Simulation Condition
III*
V†
VI‡
VII†
VIII‡
XII*
IX†
X‡
XIII*

AIR

OXY27

OXY50

Predicted Ash
Impaction
Rate (g/m2-h)
330 ± 7
1700 ± 550
1300 ± 610
650 ± 9
5100 ± 13
540 ± 4
4700 ± 67
4100 ± 11
550 ± 5

Experimentally
Predicted
Measured Outside
Outside Ash
Ash Deposit Growth Deposit Growth
Rate (g/m2-h) [7, 15] Rate (g/m2-h)
54 ± 1

56 ± 1

79 ± 1

170 ± 3
220 ± 14
72 ± 1
90 ± 6
2700 ± 11
300 ± 7
2200 ± 40
1700 ± 1
110 ± 7

*used the realizable k-epsilon turbulence model with the Menter-Lechner near-wall
treatment, the inlet PRB coal Rosin-Rammler distribution function of Zhang’s inlet
PSD measurements [5], the default inlet PRB coal density model, and a capture
criterion of We < 10-2
†

used the SST k-omega turbulence model, the inlet PRB coal Rosin-Rammler
distribution function of Zhou’s inlet PSD measurements [26], the default inlet PRB
coal density model, and a capture criterion of We < 10-5
‡

used the SST k-omega turbulence model, the inlet PRB coal Rosin-Rammler
distribution function of Zhou’s inlet PSD measurements [26], the user-defined inlet
PRB coal density model, and a capture criterion of We < 10-5

The outside ash deposits were the focus here for two reasons. First, the researchers at
The University of Utah [7, 15] reported the mass of the outside deposits increased at a
constant rate continuously during the collection period, whereas the mass of the inside
deposits increased rapidly at the beginning of the collection period and then stopped
increasing after about an hour. Since the numerical simulations in this work were performed
in a steady state manner to reduce the computational effort required for convergence, it was
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necessary to compare the numerically predicted ash deposit growth rates to the timeindependent experimental outside ash deposit growth rates instead of the time-dependent
experimental inside ash deposit growth rates. Second, the researchers at The University of
Utah [7, 15] observed the mass of the inside deposits was significantly less (approximately
10x) than the mass of the outside deposits for the same collection time and could be
neglected if the total ash deposit mass was the primary quantity of interest. This observation
confirmed the necessity of comparing the numerically predicted ash deposit growth rates to
the experimental outside ash deposit growth rates because the UDF utilized for numerically
simulating the ash deposit growth rates [17] in this work was configured to report the total
ash deposit growth rate for a specified Weber number capture criterion, not the individual
inside and outside ash deposit growth rates. The results of the outside ash deposit growth rate
predictions will be discussed for the OXY50 combustion condition first, followed by the
OXY27 combustion condition, and lastly, the AIR combustion condition.
The ability of the numerical simulations to accurately predict the experimental growth
rate of the outside ash deposits under the OXY50 combustion condition was examined in
numerical simulations IX, X, and XIII. As shown in Table 3.12, the predicted outside ash
deposit growth rate from numerical simulation XIII was the closest to the experimentally
measured outside ash deposit growth rate from the OXY50 combustion test [7, 15]. However,
the predicted outside ash deposit growth rate from numerical simulation XIII still differed by
approximately 40% from the experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth rate from
the OXY50 combustion test [7, 15]. One possible explanation for the inaccurate outside ash
deposit growth rate predictions from numerical simulations IX, X, and XIII is, as shown in
Figures 3.9 and 3.10, the poor agreement between the experimentally measured outside ash
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deposit PSD [25] and the numerically predicted outside ash deposit PSDs. This discrepancy
may explain the inaccurate predictions of the experimentally measured outside ash deposit
growth rate from these three numerical simulations because Krishnamoorthy et al. [17] and
Beckmann et al. [18] demonstrated numerical ash deposition predictions were critically
dependent upon numerical ash PSD predictions. Although experimental measurements of the
ash PSD were not reported, it is likely the ash PSD was similar to the experimentally
measured outside ash deposit PSD [25] because, as previously explained, the PRB coal is
non-swelling and non-fragmenting [24]. Therefore, the poor agreement between the
experimentally measured outside ash deposit PSD [25] and the numerically predicted outside
ash deposit PSDs could be considered a possible explanation for the inaccurate prediction of
the experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth rate from these three numerical
simulations. It is worth mentioning Figure 3.10 shows the predicted outside ash deposit PSD
from numerical simulation X, which utilized the user-defined density model, consisted of
smaller particle sizes than the predicted outside ash deposit PSD from numerical simulation
IX, which utilized the default density model. Therefore, the claim made in section 3.3.2
regarding the effect of the inlet PRB coal density model on the PSDs of the ash particles in
the radiation zone is confirmed.
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Figure 3.9. Comparison of the Predicted Outside Ash Deposit PSD from Numerical
Simulation XIII Against the Experimentally Measured Outside Ash Deposit PSD [25] Under
the OXY50 Combustion Condition
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Figure 3.10. Comparison of the Predicted Outside Ash Deposit PSDs from Numerical
Simulations IX and X Against the Experimentally Measured Outside Ash Deposit PSD [25]
Under the OXY50 Combustion Condition
Krishnamoorthy et al. [17] recently reported that reducing the spread parameter of the
inlet coal’s Rosin-Rammler distribution function was a viable method for improving the
agreement between the experimentally measured outside ash deposit PSD and the
numerically predicted outside ash deposit PSD because doing so resulted in a more accurate
representation of the ash particle growth effects. Since the PRB coal is non-swelling and nonfragmenting [24], ash particle growth was not observed (confirmed by the similarity of the
respective numerically predicted outside ash deposit PSDs and the Rosin-Rammler
distribution functions of the inlet PRB coal PSDs in Figures 3.9 and 3.10) and, therefore, the
method of Krishnamoorthy et al. [17] was not applicable to this work. Further investigation is
required to determine a viable numerical method for improving the agreement between the
experimentally measured outside ash deposit PSD and the predicted outside ash deposit PSDs
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and, ultimately, the accuracy of the predicted outside ash deposit growth rates from
numerical simulations IX, X, and XIII.
Another possible explanation for the inaccurate predictions of the experimentally
measured outside ash deposit growth rate from numerical simulations IX, X, and XIII is that
the effects of eddy diffusion on the ash deposition process could not be accurately captured
by the RANS turbulence models utilized in these three numerical simulations. The effects of
eddy diffusion were shown by the researchers at The University of Utah [7, 15] to be a
contributing mechanism governing the growth of the outside ash deposits. Although RANS
turbulence models are suitable for numerically simulating inertial impaction [17, 19, 26], the
primary mechanism by which the outside ash deposits were formed [7, 15], they are unable
to resolve the eddies in turbulent flow [50, 51]. As previously mentioned, the flow in the
vicinity of the ash deposit probe was predominantly laminar, however, it became partially
turbulent upon hitting the ash deposit probe. This action resulted in the formation of eddies
near the ash deposit probe, an observation also noticed in Large Eddy Simulations of this
University of Utah study [10, 26].
Since the RANS turbulence models were unable to resolve the eddies in the partially
turbulent flow near the ash deposit probe in numerical simulations IX, X, and XIII, the
predicted outside ash deposit growth rates on the bottom of the ash deposit probe facing
away from the flue gas flow were larger than the predicted outside ash deposit growth rates
on the top of the ash deposit probe facing toward the flue gas flow. These results, obtained by
separating the ash deposit probe surface into halves of equal area in ANSYS Fluent 2019 R2,
are provided in Table 3.13 and contradicted the experimental photographic evidence [7, 15]
that showed the majority of the outside ash deposits formed on the top of the physical deposit
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probe facing toward the flue gas flow. This contradiction, therefore, indicates that more
advanced Scale-Resolving Simulation (SRS) turbulence models that can resolve at least a
portion of the turbulent flow for at least a portion of the flow field [19], such as the ScaleAdaptive Simulation (SAS) [51] and the Embedded LES (ELES) [52] models, are needed to
accurately simulate the partially turbulent flow near the ash deposit probe. Further
investigation with more computing power than was available in this work is required to
determine if employing these turbulence models would result in more accurate numerical
predictions of the experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth rate.
Table 3.13. Comparison of the Predicted Outside Ash Deposit Growth Rates on the Top and
Bottom of the Ash Deposit Probe from Numerical Simulations IX, X, and XIII Against the
Experimentally Measured Outside Ash Deposit Growth Rate [7, 15] Under the OXY50
Combustion Condition
Experimentally
Predicted Outside Ash Predicted Outside Ash
Numerical
Measured Outside Deposit Growth Rate Deposit Growth Rate
Simulation Ash Deposit Growth on the Ash Deposit
on the Ash Deposit
Rate (g/m2-h) [7, 15] Probe Top (g/m2-h) Probe Bottom (g/m2-h)
IX†
X‡
XIII*

4
4
56

79 ± 1

2200
1700
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*used the realizable k-epsilon turbulence model with the Menter-Lechner near-wall
treatment, the inlet PRB coal Rosin-Rammler distribution function of Zhang’s inlet
PSD measurements [5], the default inlet PRB coal density model, and a capture
criterion of We < 10-2
†

used the SST k-omega turbulence model, the inlet PRB coal Rosin-Rammler
distribution function of Zhou’s inlet PSD measurements [26], the default inlet PRB
coal density model, and a capture criterion of We < 10-5
‡

used the SST k-omega turbulence model, the inlet PRB coal Rosin-Rammler
distribution function of Zhou’s inlet PSD measurements [26], the user-defined inlet
PRB coal density model, and a capture criterion of We < 10-5

The ability of the numerical simulations to accurately predict the experimental growth
rate of the outside ash deposits under the OXY27 combustion condition was examined in
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numerical simulations VII, VIII, and XII. As shown in Table 3.12, the predicted outside ash
deposit growth rate from numerical simulation VII was the closest to the experimentally
measured outside ash deposit growth rate from the OXY27 combustion test [7, 15]. However,
the predicted outside ash deposit growth rate from numerical simulation VII still differed by
approximately 60% from the experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth rate from
the OXY27 combustion test [7, 15].
As with the three OXY50 numerical simulations, possible explanations for the poor
agreement between the experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth rate from the
OXY27 combustion test [7, 15] and the predicted outside ash deposit growth rates from
numerical simulations VII, VIII, and XII are the likely inaccurate outside ash deposit PSD
predictions and the inability of the RANS turbulence models utilized in these three numerical
simulations to accurately capture the effects of eddy diffusion on the ash deposition process.
Measurements of the outside ash deposit PSD for the experimental OXY27 combustion test
[7, 15] were not reported. However, since the PRB coal is non-swelling and non-fragmenting
[24], it is likely an experimentally measured outside ash deposit PSD from the OXY27
combustion test would be similar to the experimentally measured outside ash deposit PSD
from the OXY50 combustion test [25] shown in Figures 3.9 and 3.10. Therefore, the
predicted outside ash deposit PSDs from numerical simulations VII, VIII, and XII, which are
shown in Figures 3.11 and 3.12, probably would not agree well with an experimentally
measured outside ash deposit PSD from the OXY27 combustion test. It is worth mentioning
Figure 3.12, like Figure 3.10, shows the predicted outside ash deposit PSD from the
numerical simulation utilizing the user-defined density model (VIII) consisted of smaller
particle sizes than the predicted outside ash deposit PSD from the numerical simulation
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utilizing the default density model (VII). Therefore, the claim made in section 3.3.2
regarding the effect of the inlet PRB coal density model on the PSDs of the ash particles in
the radiation zone is further confirmed.
Finally, the inability of the RANS turbulence models utilized in numerical
simulations VII, VIII, and XII to accurately capture the effects of eddy diffusion on the ash
deposition process is demonstrated in Table 3.14. As in Table 3.13, the predicted outside ash
deposit growth rates on the bottom of the ash deposit probe facing away from the flue gas
flow in Table 3.14 are larger than the predicted outside ash deposit growth rates on the top of
the ash deposit probe facing toward the flue gas flow. These results further confirmed the
necessity of employing more advanced SRS turbulence models to accurately simulate the
partially turbulent flow near the geometry’s ash deposit probe.

Figure 3.11. Predicted Outside Ash Deposit PSD from Numerical Simulation XII Under the
OXY27 Combustion Condition
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Figure 3.12. Predicted Outside Ash Deposit PSDs from Numerical Simulations VII and VIII
Under the OXY27 Combustion Condition
Table 3.14. Comparison of the Predicted Outside Ash Deposit Growth Rates on the Top and
Bottom of the Ash Deposit Probe from Numerical Simulations VII, VIII, and XII Against the
Experimentally Measured Outside Ash Deposit Growth Rate [7, 15] Under the OXY27
Combustion Condition
Experimentally
Predicted Outside Ash Predicted Outside Ash
Numerical
Measured Outside Deposit Growth Rate Deposit Growth Rate
Simulation Ash Deposit Growth on the Ash Deposit
on the Ash Deposit
Rate (g/m2-h) [7, 15] Probe Top (g/m2-h) Probe Bottom (g/m2-h)
VII†
VIII‡
XII*

16
4
97

56 ± 1

83
2700
210

*used the realizable k-epsilon turbulence model with the Menter-Lechner near-wall
treatment, the inlet PRB coal Rosin-Rammler distribution function of Zhang’s inlet
PSD measurements [5], the default inlet PRB coal density model, and a capture
criterion of We < 10-2
†

used the SST k-omega turbulence model, the inlet PRB coal Rosin-Rammler
distribution function of Zhou’s inlet PSD measurements [26], the default inlet PRB
coal density model, and a capture criterion of We < 10-5
‡

used the SST k-omega turbulence model, the inlet PRB coal Rosin-Rammler
distribution function of Zhou’s inlet PSD measurements [26], the user-defined inlet
PRB coal density model, and a capture criterion of We < 10-5
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The ability of the numerical simulations to accurately predict the experimental growth
rate of the outside ash deposits under the AIR combustion condition was examined in
numerical simulations III, V, and VI. As shown in Table 3.12, the predicted outside ash
deposit growth rate from numerical simulation VI was the closest to the experimentally
measured outside ash deposit growth rate from the AIR combustion test [7, 15]. However,
the predicted outside ash deposit growth rate from numerical simulation VI still differed by
approximately 40% from the experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth rate from
the AIR combustion test [7, 15].
As with the three OXY50 numerical simulations and the three OXY27 numerical
simulations, possible explanations for the poor agreement between the experimentally
measured outside ash deposit growth rate from the AIR combustion test [7, 15] and the
predicted outside ash deposit growth rates from numerical simulations III, V, and VI are the
likely inaccurate outside ash deposit PSD predictions and the inability of the RANS
turbulence models utilized in these three numerical simulations to accurately capture the
effects of eddy diffusion on the ash deposition process. Measurements of the outside ash
deposit PSD for the experimental AIR combustion test [7, 15] were not reported. However,
since the PRB coal is non-swelling and non-fragmenting [24], it is likely that an
experimentally measured outside ash deposit PSD from the AIR combustion test would be
similar to the experimentally measured outside ash deposit PSD from the OXY50
combustion test [25] shown in Figures 3.9 and 3.10. Therefore, the predicted outside ash
deposit PSDs from numerical simulations III, V, and VI, which are shown in Figures 3.13
and 3.14, probably would not agree well with an experimentally measured outside ash
deposit PSD from the AIR combustion test. It is worth mentioning that Figure 3.14, like
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Figures 3.10 and 3.12, shows the predicted outside ash deposit PSD from the numerical
simulation utilizing the user-defined density model (VI) consisted of smaller particle sizes
than the predicted outside ash deposit PSD from the numerical simulation utilizing the
default density model (V). Therefore, the claim made in section 3.3.2 regarding the effect of
the inlet PRB coal density model on the PSDs of the ash particles in the radiation zone is
once again confirmed.
Finally, the inability of the RANS turbulence models utilized in numerical
simulations III, V, and VI to accurately capture the effects of eddy diffusion on the ash
deposition process is demonstrated in Table 3.15. As in Tables 3.13 and 3.14, the predicted
outside ash deposit growth rates on the bottom of the ash deposit probe facing away from the
flue gas flow in Table 3.15 are larger than the predicted outside ash deposit growth rates on
the top of the ash deposit probe facing toward the flue gas flow. These results once again
confirmed the necessity of employing more advanced SRS turbulence models to accurately
simulate the partially turbulent flow near the geometry’s ash deposit probe.
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Figure 3.13. Predicted Outside Ash Deposit PSD from Numerical Simulation III Under the
AIR Combustion Condition

Figure 3.14. Predicted Outside Ash Deposit PSDs from Numerical Simulations V and VI
Under the AIR Combustion Condition
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Table 3.15. Comparison of the Predicted Outside Ash Deposit Growth Rates on the Top and
Bottom of the Ash Deposit Probe from Numerical Simulations III, V, and VI Against the
Experimentally Measured Outside Ash Deposit Growth Rate [7, 15] Under the AIR
Combustion Condition
Experimentally
Predicted Outside Ash Predicted Outside Ash
Numerical
Measured Outside Deposit Growth Rate Deposit Growth Rate
Simulation Ash Deposit Growth on the Ash Deposit
on the Ash Deposit
Rate (g/m2-h) [7, 15] Probe Top (g/m2-h) Probe Bottom (g/m2-h)
III*
V†
VI‡

78
66
6

54 ± 1

93
150
67

*used the realizable k-epsilon turbulence model with the Menter-Lechner near-wall
treatment, the inlet PRB coal Rosin-Rammler distribution function of Zhang’s inlet
PSD measurements [5], the default inlet PRB coal density model, and a capture
criterion of We < 10-2
†

used the SST k-omega turbulence model, the inlet PRB coal Rosin-Rammler
distribution function of Zhou’s inlet PSD measurements [26], the default inlet PRB
coal density model, and a capture criterion of We < 10-5
‡

used the SST k-omega turbulence model, the inlet PRB coal Rosin-Rammler
distribution function of Zhou’s inlet PSD measurements [26], the user-defined inlet
PRB coal density model, and a capture criterion of We < 10-5
3.4. Conclusions
The predicted temperatures, velocities, and flue gas volumetric flow rates from all 13
numerical simulations agreed well with the respective experimental measurements and
estimates. These results demonstrated the adequacy of the numerical simulation
methodologies utilized in this work. Based on these results, it was concluded acceptable
temperature, velocity, and flue gas volumetric flow rate predictions could be obtained in this
work irrespective of the number of bins specified for the inlet PRB coal PSD model, the
model for the coal-density diameter variations, and the variations/uncertainties in the inlet
PRB coal PSD.
The sensitivity of the predicted ash impaction rate to the number of bins specified for
the inlet PRB coal PSD model was investigated under the AIR combustion condition in
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numerical simulations I-IV. An obvious sensitivity in the predicted ash impaction rate was
exhibited as the number of bins specified for the inlet PRB coal PSD model increased from
40 to 120, however, no change in the predicted ash impaction rate was observed when the
number of bins increased from 120 to 160. Based on these results, two conclusions were
made. First, an adequate number of bins must be specified for the inlet coal PSD model
because this numerical simulation parameter had an apparent effect on the ash impaction rate
predictions. Second, 120 bins appeared adequate for this work.
The sensitivity of the predicted ash impaction rate to the inlet PRB coal density model
was investigated under all three combustion conditions in numerical simulations V-X. For
the AIR and OXY50 combustion conditions, the predicted ash impaction rate decreased
when the inlet PRB coal density model was changed from the default model to the userdefined model. Based on these results, it was concluded the user-defined density model
resulted in ash PSDs consisting of fewer larger diameter particles and, consequently, lower
ash impaction rates. For the OXY27 combustion condition, the predicted ash impaction rate
increased when the inlet PRB coal density model was changed from the default model to the
user-defined model. Based on this unexpected result, it was preliminarily concluded the
effects of eddy diffusion, which were likely significant in the surprisingly very turbulent flow
surrounding the ash deposit probe in the OXY27 numerical simulation utilizing the default
density model, could not be accounted for in the predicted ash impaction rate by the RANS
SST k-omega turbulence model. Further investigation to ascertain the cause of the highly
turbulent flow surrounding the ash deposit probe in the OXY27 numerical simulation
utilizing the default density model was therefore recommended.
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The sensitivity of the predicted ash impaction rate to the inlet PRB coal PSD model
was investigated under the AIR combustion condition in numerical simulations V and XI.
The predicted ash impaction rate increased when the inlet PRB coal PSD model was changed
from the one based on the inlet PRB coal PSD provided by Zhang [5] to the one based on the
inlet PRB coal PSD provided by Zhou [26]. Based on this result, two conclusions were made.
First, the inlet PRB coal PSD model was a numerical simulation parameter that had a clear
effect on the predicted ash impaction rate in this work, especially for a non-swelling and nonfragmenting inlet coal like PRB. Second, the PSD of the impacting ash particles in the
numerical simulation using the inlet PRB coal PSD model based on the inlet PRB coal PSD
provided by Zhou [26] likely had double the mass fraction of large diameter particles (dp ≥
100 μm) compared to the PSD of the impacting ash particles in the numerical simulation
using the inlet PRB coal PSD model based on the inlet PRB coal PSD provided by Zhang [5],
resulting in the higher predicted ash impaction rate.
Finally, the ability of the numerical simulations to accurately predict the experimental
growth rates of the outside ash deposits from the pulverized PRB coal combustion tests was
examined in numerical simulations III, V-X, XII, and XIII. None of these nine numerical
simulations were able to predict the experimental growth rates of the outside ash deposits
from the pulverized PRB coal combustion tests. Based on this result, two conclusions were
made. First, better agreement between the experimentally measured outside ash deposit PSDs
and the numerically predicted outside ash deposit PSDs was needed for more accurate
numerical predictions of the experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth rates. In
particular, the accuracy of the predictions may be improved with the availability of fly ash
PSD data in the 10-400 μm range near the probe and incorporating/modeling this distribution
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within the simulations. Second, more advanced turbulence models that provide an increased
resolution of the temporal and spatial turbulence scales may improve the predictions of the
transitional turbulent flow near the ash deposit probe and more accurately capture the effects
of eddy diffusion on the ash deposition process. Further investigation with more computing
power than was available in this work was therefore recommended to determine if employing
these more advanced turbulence models would result in more accurate numerical predictions
of the experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth rates.
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CHAPTER 4
The Effect of Ash Particle Size Distribution Variations on Numerical Predictions of
Outside Ash Deposition Rates from the Air and Oxy-combustion of a Bituminous Coal

Abstract
The changes to the inlet coal particle size distribution that occur due to the different
physio-chemical transformations a coal particle experiences during combustion cannot be
inherently accounted for in a Lagrangian tracking framework. To overcome this inability,
numerical models that simulate the physio-chemical transformations and resultant changes to
the inlet coal particle size distribution have been developed. However, these models are
typically coal-specific and, consequently, cannot be universally adopted. A different strategy
that can be utilized for capturing the changes to the inlet coal particle size distribution during
combustion is adjusting the swelling coefficient of the combusting particle and the numerical
simulation parameters that directly alter the inlet coal particle size distribution with the aim
of matching the measured ash deposit particle size distribution. This strategy has not been
extensively implemented and its effect on numerical predictions of outside ash deposit
growth rates is not well understood. As a step toward filling this void, highly resolved
numerical simulations of well-characterized pulverized coal combustion tests under air
combustion, first generation oxy-combustion, and second generation atmospheric pressure
oxy-combustion conditions were completed to investigate the effect of changing the swelling
coefficient of the combusting particle and two separate numerical simulation parameters that
directly alter the inlet coal particle size distribution on predictions of outside ash deposit
growth rates. The two numerical simulation parameters that were changed, in addition to the
swelling coefficient of the combusting particle, were the spread parameter of the inlet coal
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particle size distribution model and the mean diameter of the inlet coal particle size
distribution model. The predicted ash impaction and outside ash deposit growth rates were
determined using a customized model. Changing the swelling coefficient of the combusting
particle and the spread parameter and mean diameter of the inlet coal particle size
distribution model had a noticeable effect on the predicted outside ash deposit growth rates,
which reaffirmed the recent findings that numerical ash deposition predictions are critically
dependent upon numerical ash particle size distribution predictions. The predicted ash
deposition rates were noticeably affected by changing any of these three parameters. 120 bins
were deemed necessary for accurately resolving the inlet coal particle size distribution.
Utilizing accurate inlet coal particle size distribution measurements in the numerical
simulations could not predict the outside ash deposition rates from the Utah Sufco coal
combustion tests, which further reaffirmed the recent findings that numerical ash deposition
predictions are critically dependent upon numerical ash particle size distribution predictions.
However, the measured ash deposition trends could be replicated successfully when the
swelling coefficient and spread parameter were adjusted such that the measured and
simulated ash deposit particle size distributions matched.
4.1. Introduction
The Earth’s temperature has been rising steadily since the Industrial Revolution and
one of the main reasons why is the increasing levels of carbon dioxide emitted into the
atmosphere from the combustion of coal for electricity generation [1]. Reducing the carbon
dioxide emissions from pulverized coal-fired power plants is considered a vital step for
slowing global warming. A promising approach for achieving this reduction is the carbon
capture and sequestration process [1]. In this process, the carbon dioxide generated from the
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coal combustion is captured and stored deep underground in various suitable geological
formations to prevent emission into the atmosphere [2]. The candidate technologies
developed to date fall into three categories: pre-combustion capture, post combustion
capture, or post combustion capture facilitated by oxy-combustion [1, 2]. Post combustion
capture facilitated by oxy-combustion is one of the most competitive technologies for
retrofitting existing pulverized coal-fired power plants to enable the carbon capture and
sequestration process [1, 3, 4]. In oxy-combustion, the coal is burned with a mixture of
oxygen and recycled flue gas, comprised mostly of carbon dioxide and water vapor, as the
oxidizer instead of air [1, 5]. Since the flue gas has a very low concentration of nitrogen, it is
easier to capture and sequestrate the carbon dioxide from the excess flue gas that is not
recycled to the boiler [1].
Although oxy-combustion is a promising solution for reducing the carbon dioxide
emissions from pulverized coal-fired power plants, one of the obstacles making widespread
commercialization of this technology difficult is the general increase of ash deposition on
boiler heat transfer surfaces due to the higher ash concentrations and lower gas velocities
caused by the higher oxygen concentrations in the inlet oxidizer streams [4, 6-8]. Ash
deposition on boiler heat transfer surfaces is detrimental because it causes numerous
problems, including, but not limited to, reduced heat transfer rates and boiler efficiency,
increased boiler tube corrosion, and, in some cases, unscheduled and costly boiler shutdowns
[9-12]. Therefore, substantial research has been conducted on ash deposition under oxycombustion conditions and it has been determined the ability to numerically predict the ash
deposition in advance is an urgent need for the near-term implementation of the oxy-
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combustion technology in existing pulverized coal-fired power plants [3, 13, 14]. The goal of
this work is to contribute toward fulfilling this need.
Ash deposition on boiler heat transfer surfaces involves various complex physiochemical mechanisms, however, inertial impaction of the larger diameter particles is the
dominant mechanism governing the process [7, 13-16]. Consequently, accurate numerical
predictions of ash deposition rates depend upon accurate numerical predictions of ash
impaction rates. Krishnamoorthy et al. [17] and Beckmann et al. [18] have demonstrated
numerical predictions of ash impaction and deposition rates are critically dependent upon
numerical ash PSD predictions. However, experimental measurements of the ash PSD are
usually not recorded. Instead, experimental measurements of the inlet coal PSD are more
commonly recorded. The inlet coal PSD is a necessary parameter for numerically simulating
pulverized coal combustion in a Lagrangian tracking framework [19], but it alone is not
sufficient for reasonable predictions of the subsequent ash impaction and deposition. This is
because, in a Lagrangian tracking framework, the coal particle diameter is held constant
while the coal particle density decreases to numerically simulate the coal particle mass
consumption during the combustion process [19, 20]. Therefore, the changes to the inlet coal
PSD that occur due to the different physio-chemical transformations a coal particle
experiences during combustion cannot be inherently accounted for in a Lagrangian tracking
framework. As a result, numerical models that simulate the physio-chemical transformations
and resultant changes to the inlet coal PSD have been developed [21, 22]. However, these
models are usually problem-specific and, consequently, cannot be widely used.
A different strategy that can be adopted for capturing the changes to the inlet coal
PSD is adjusting the swelling coefficient of the combusting particle and the numerical
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simulation parameters that directly alter the inlet coal PSD. This strategy has not been
extensively utilized and its effect on numerical predictions of outside ash deposit growth
rates is not well understood. As a step toward filling this void, the primary purpose of this
work is to complete highly resolved numerical simulations of well-characterized pulverized
Utah Sufco coal combustion tests under air combustion, first generation oxy-combustion, and
second generation atmospheric pressure oxy-combustion conditions [7, 15] to investigate the
effect of changing the swelling coefficient of the combusting Utah Sufco coal particle and
two separate numerical simulation parameters that directly alter the inlet Utah Sufco coal
PSD on the predictions of experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth rates from the
pulverized Utah Sufco coal combustion tests [7, 15].
4.2. Materials and Methods
4.2.1. Description of Experimental Data and Apparatus
The experimental data numerically simulated in this work was adopted from an
expansive ash deposition study conducted by researchers from the Department of Chemical
Engineering and Institute for Clean and Secure Energy at The University of Utah [7, 15].
This study reported the growth rates of both the inside and outside ash deposits for 35 airand oxy-combustion tests of 11 different pulverized solid fuels. The fuels combusted in these
tests included coal, biomass, and blends of coal and biomass.
The 35 combustion tests were performed using The University of Utah’s 100 kW
(rated maximum) down-fired OFC, whose configuration is shown schematically in Figure
4.1. The vertical section of the OFC, which was modeled in this work, is comprised of the
ignition zone from port 1 to port 3, the transition zone at port 4, and the radiation zone from
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port 5 to port 9 [15]. The OFC is a self-sustained and systematically controlled pilot-scale
reactor that operates at realistic stoichiometric air to fuel ratios (3% exhaust oxygen in the
flue gas on a dry volume basis) [15]. Although the flow became predominantly laminar in the
radiation zone, the reactor’s swirl burner created turbulent dispersion flames in the ignition
zone, resulting in particle and gas species concentrations and temperature-residence time
profiles typical of full-scale boilers [15]. The inside and outside ash deposits formed during
the combustion tests were collected on an air-cooled temperature-controlled deposit probe
inserted into the reactor near port 6 [7, 23]. The wall temperature of this probe was
maintained at 922 K, a common surface temperature of superheater tubes in industrial boilers
[7, 15].

Figure 4.1. Schematic of The University of Utah’s OFC [7, 15]
4.2.2. Selection of Experimental Data for Numerical Simulation
Out of the 35 combustion tests, 3 were chosen to be numerically simulated in this
work. In all three tests, the fuel combusted was a bituminous Utah Sufco coal, which had low
moisture, ash, and sulfur contents (~6 wt%, ~8 wt%, and ~0.4 wt%, respectively) [7, 15, 17].
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The proximate and ultimate analyses for the Utah Sufco coal are shown in Table 4.1. Table
4.2 provides the Utah Sufco coal’s ash analysis. In each of the three tests, the Utah Sufco
coal was combusted under one of the following combustion conditions at a firing rate of 27
kW: air combustion (hereafter denoted as AIR), first generation oxy-combustion with 27
vol% oxygen and 73 vol% carbon dioxide as the oxidizer (hereafter denoted as OXY27), or
second generation atmospheric pressure oxy-combustion with 70 vol% oxygen and 30 vol%
carbon dioxide as the oxidizer (hereafter denoted as OXY70) [7, 15].
Table 4.1. Proximate and Ultimate Analyses of the Bituminous Utah Sufco Coal [7, 15]
Proximate Analysis (wt%)
Ash
Moisture
Volatiles
Fixed Carbon
HHV (kJ/kg)

Ultimate Analysis (wt%, dry ash free)

8.36
6.11
38.49
47.04
27677

C
H
N
S
O

74.06
5.95
1.19
0.39
18.41

Table 4.2. Ash Analysis of the Bituminous Utah Sufco Coal [7, 15]
Compound

Ash Composition (wt%)

Al2O3

18.34

CaO

18.21

Fe2O3

5.25

MgO

2.84

MnO

0.05

P2O5

0.01

K2O

0.33

SiO2

48.85

Na2O

3.09

SO3

5.96

TiO2

0.64
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These three tests were selected for this numerical simulation work because valuable
experimental data [7, 15], specifically a PSD of the inlet Utah Sufco coal, measurements of
temperature and estimates of velocity at estimated axial particle residence times (invoking
the plug flow assumption) within the vertical section of the OFC, PSDs of the outside ash
deposits on the deposit probe for the OXY27 and OXY70 tests only, and measurements of
growth rates for the outside ash deposits, was available for the numerical predictions to be
compared against. Additionally, since the Utah Sufco coal was one of only two coals in the
University of Utah study combusted under three different combustion conditions [7, 15],
simulation of these three tests provided the unique opportunity to analyze the ash deposition
behavior of a specific coal type across multiple combustion conditions. Overall, 12 numerical
simulations were completed in this work as detailed in section 4.2.3.
4.2.3. Description of the 12 Numerical Simulations
For the sake of clarity, roman numerals are used to identify the 12 numerical
simulations completed in this work. Ash deposition under the AIR combustion condition was
investigated in numerical simulations I-IV. In numerical simulation I, a swelling coefficient
of 1.2, a spread parameter of 6, and a mean diameter of 80 μm were used to establish a
baseline ash deposition prediction for this combustion condition. Further details about these
three numerical simulation parameters are provided in section 4.2.4. The swelling coefficient
was increased to 1.4 in numerical simulation II, while the spread parameter and mean
diameter remained at 6 and 80 μm, respectively, in an attempt to accurately predict the
experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth rate [7, 15] by better capturing the
changes to the inlet Utah Sufco coal PSD due to the Utah Sufco coal particle swelling during
devolatilization. In numerical simulation III, the spread parameter was decreased to 1.1,
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while the swelling coefficient and mean diameter remained at 1.2 and 80 μm, respectively, in
an attempt to accurately predict the experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth rate
[7, 15] by capturing the changes to the inlet Utah Sufco coal PSD due to the agglomeration
and particle growth processes occurring during the combustion of the swelling, bituminous
Utah Sufco coal. Finally, the mean diameter was increased to 100 μm in numerical
simulation IV, while the swelling coefficient and spread parameter remained at 1.2 and 1.1,
respectively, in an attempt to more accurately predict the experimentally measured outside
ash deposit growth rate [7, 15] by better capturing the changes to the inlet Utah Sufco coal
PSD due to the agglomeration and particle growth processes occurring during the combustion
of the swelling, bituminous Utah Sufco coal.
Ash deposition under the OXY27 combustion condition was investigated in
numerical simulations V-VIII. In numerical simulation V, a swelling coefficient of 1.2, a
spread parameter of 6, and a mean diameter of 80 μm were again used to establish a baseline
ash deposition prediction for this combustion condition. The swelling coefficient was
increased to 1.4 in numerical simulation VI, while the spread parameter and mean diameter
remained at 6 and 80 μm, respectively, in an attempt to accurately predict the experimentally
measured outside ash deposit growth rate [7, 15] by better capturing the changes to the inlet
Utah Sufco coal PSD due to the Utah Sufco coal particle swelling during devolatilization. In
numerical simulation VII, the spread parameter was decreased to 1.1, while the swelling
coefficient and mean diameter remained at 1.2 and 80 μm, respectively, in an attempt to
accurately predict the experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth rate [7, 15] by
capturing the changes to the inlet Utah Sufco coal PSD due to the agglomeration and particle
growth processes occurring during the combustion of the swelling, bituminous Utah Sufco
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coal. Finally, the mean diameter was increased to 100 μm in numerical simulation VIII, while
the swelling coefficient and spread parameter remained at 1.2 and 1.1, respectively, in an
attempt to more accurately predict the experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth
rate [7, 15] by better capturing the changes to the inlet Utah Sufco coal PSD due to the
agglomeration and particle growth processes occurring during the combustion of the
swelling, bituminous Utah Sufco coal.
Ash deposition under the OXY70 combustion condition was investigated in
numerical simulations IX-XII. In numerical simulation IX, a swelling coefficient of 1.2, a
spread parameter of 6, and a mean diameter of 80 μm were once again used to establish a
baseline ash deposition prediction for this combustion condition. The swelling coefficient
was increased to 1.4 in numerical simulation X, while the spread parameter and mean
diameter remained at 6 and 80 μm, respectively, in an attempt to accurately predict the
experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth rate [7, 15] by better capturing the
changes to the inlet Utah Sufco coal PSD due to the Utah Sufco coal particle swelling during
devolatilization. In numerical simulation XI, the spread parameter was decreased to 1.1,
while the swelling coefficient and mean diameter remained at 1.2 and 80 μm, respectively, in
an attempt to accurately predict the experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth rate
[7, 15] by capturing the changes to the inlet Utah Sufco coal PSD due to the agglomeration
and particle growth processes occurring during the combustion of the swelling, bituminous
Utah Sufco coal. Finally, the mean diameter was increased to 100 μm in numerical
simulation XII, while the swelling coefficient and spread parameter remained at 1.2 and 1.1,
respectively, in an attempt to more accurately predict the experimentally measured outside
ash deposit growth rate [7, 15] by better capturing the changes to the inlet Utah Sufco coal
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PSD due to the agglomeration and particle growth processes occurring during the combustion
of the swelling, bituminous Utah Sufco coal. A summary of the numerical simulation
parameters utilized in the 12 numerical simulations, along with the corresponding
combustion conditions, is provided in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3. Summary of the Parameters Utilized and Combustion Conditions Investigated in
the 12 Numerical Simulations
Parameters
Swelling
Coefficient

Spread
Parameter

Mean
Diameter (μm)

1.2
1.4
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.4
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.4
1.2
1.2

6
6
1.1
1.1
6
6
1.1
1.1
6
6
1.1
1.1

80
80
80
100
80
80
80
100
80
80
80
100

Numerical
Simulation
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI
XII

Combustion
Condition

AIR

OXY27

OXY70

4.2.4. Numerical Simulation Methodologies
The commercially CFD software ANSYS Fluent 2019 R2 was utilized for the 3D
steady state numerical simulation of the three experimental Utah Sufco coal combustion
tests. The vertical section of the physical OFC was simulated in ANSYS Fluent 2019 R2
using the geometry shown in Figure 4.2. This axisymmetric geometry was built and meshed
with 1.1 million cells in ANSYS Workbench. The geometry had an overall length of 3.8
meters and was comprised of three zones. The first zone was the ignition zone, which had a
length of 1.2 meters and a diameter of 0.6 meters. As illustrated in Figure 4.2, a coaxial
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burner design was incorporated into the ignition zone. The coaxial burner design consisted of
the primary and secondary burners. Premixed coal and oxidizer entered the computational
domain through the primary burner, while additional oxidizer entered through the secondary
burner. The second zone was the converging zone, which was 0.3 meters in length and
gradually tapered the ignition zone diameter to match the radiation zone diameter. The
desired swirling flow generated in the ignition zone by the coaxial burner was dissipated over
the length of the converging zone. The final zone was the radiation zone, which had a length
of 2.3 meters and a diameter of 0.3 meters. The physical air-cooled temperature-controlled
deposit probe used in the University of Utah study [7, 15] was included in the geometry as a
cylinder located 2.3 meters away from the coaxial burner. The cylinder had a length of 0.14
meters and a diameter of 0.06 meters. The near-wall boundary layer thickness surrounding
the cylinder was 1.3x10-5 meters to 2.4x10-5 meters. This highly resolved boundary layer grid
satisfied the stringent spatial resolution requirement of Δ ≤ 0.3240𝐷/4√𝑅𝑒 for the boundary
layer flow field surrounding a depositing surface, where Δ is the size of the numerical cells
adjacent to a cylinder of diameter D and Re is the Reynolds number based on the cylinder
diameter [17, 24].
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Figure 4.2. 3D Axisymmetric Geometry Created to Model the Vertical Section of The
University of Utah’s OFC [17, 25]
Various thermal, momentum, and species boundary conditions were imposed on the
geometry’s inlet, outlet, and wall surfaces to turn the geometry into a working and accurate
CFD model of the physical OFC. The thermal boundary conditions for the inlet and wall
surfaces used in this work were adopted from previously verified numerical simulations of
this University of Utah study [7, 15] completed by University of North Dakota chemical
engineering graduate students KayLee Smith and Trevor Seidel [25, 26]. The wall
temperature of the model’s ash deposit probe was set to 922 K to match the wall temperature
of the physical air-cooled temperature-controlled deposit probe during the combustion tests
[7, 15]. Additionally, the radiation zone wall surface, to which the model’s ash deposit probe
was attached, was specified as a convective heat transfer boundary condition with a heat
transfer coefficient (h) of 5 W/m2-K and a free stream, or surrounding fluid, temperature (T∞)
of 300 K to simulate natural circulation conditions and mild heating of the furnace walls [17,
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27]. Table 4.4 summarizes all of the thermal boundary conditions utilized in this work. The
inlet momentum and species boundary conditions specified for the model’s two coaxial
burners matched the reported experimental inlet coal and oxidizer flow rates [15, 28] and are
listed in Table 4.5. Finally, the model’s flue gas outlet surface was set as an outflow
boundary condition to facilitate convergence of the numerical simulations [19].
Table 4.4. Thermal Boundary Conditions Specified for the Geometry’s Inlet and Wall
Surfaces
Geometry Location
Ignition zone wall

Thermal Boundary
Condition Type
Fixed temperature

Specifications
1250 K

Coaxial burners inlet
gas temperature

Fixed temperature

480 K

Converging zone wall

Convective heat transfer

h = 5 W/m2-K and T∞ = 300 K

Radiation zone wall

Convective heat transfer

h = 5 W/m2-K and T∞ = 300 K

Ash deposit probe wall

Fixed temperature

922 K
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Table 4.5. Inlet Momentum and Species Boundary Conditions Specified for the Geometry’s
Coaxial Burners
Combustion Condition
AIR
OXY27
OXY70

Boundary Condition
Utah Sufco coal mass flow rate (kg/h)

3.46

3.46

3.46

Primary burner oxidizer mass flow
rate (kg/h)

9.07

6.22

5.33

21

21

21

N2

79

0

0

CO2

0

79

79

24.93

33.12

6.70

21

28

100

N2

79

0

0

CO2

0

72

0

Primary burner species
concentrations (mol%)
O2

Secondary burner oxidizer mass flow
rate (kg/h)
Secondary burner species
concentrations (mol%)
O2

A DPM surface injection released from the model’s primary burner surface was used
to simulate the inlet pulverized Utah Sufco coal stream in the experimental combustion tests.
One of the properties required for characterizing a discrete phase surface injection in ANSYS
Fluent 2019 R2 is the diameter distribution method [19]. The Rosin-Rammler method was
utilized in this numerical simulation work to model the inlet Utah Sufco coal PSD reported
by The University of Utah researchers [7, 15]. The inlet Utah Sufco coal PSD [7, 15] and its
corresponding Rosin-Rammler distribution function are shown in Figure 4.3. In all 12
numerical simulations, 120 bins were used to highly resolve the Rosin-Rammler distribution
function of the inlet Utah Sufco coal PSD [17]. The functional form representing the RosinRammler distribution function is shown in Figure 4.3, where Yd is the mass fraction of
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particles with diameter d greater than a particle diameter dp, 80 μm is the mean diameter, and
6 is the spread parameter. As mentioned in section 4.2.3, both the spread parameter and the
mean diameter were adjusted in this numerical simulation work in an attempt to accurately
predict the experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth rates [7, 15] by capturing the
changes to the inlet Utah Sufco coal PSD due to the agglomeration and particle growth
processes occurring during the combustion of the swelling, bituminous Utah Sufco coal. To
the best of the author’s knowledge, this approach has not been widely utilized in the CFD ash
deposition literature and, therefore, was a novel contribution of this work. A noteworthy
feature of the inlet Utah Sufco coal PSD [15] is, as shown in Figure 4.3, it is fairly narrow,
encompassing particle diameters between only 30 μm and 100 μm. This feature will be
discussed further in section 4.3 within the context of the numerical predictions of the outside

Mass Fraction, Yd > Particle Diameter, dp

ash deposit PSDs and the growth rates of the outside ash deposits.
1.0
0.9
Yd = exp((-dp/80)6)
r = 0.99

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2

Measurements [15]
Rosin-Rammler Distribution Function

0.1
0.0
0

20

40
60
Particle Diameter (μm)

80

100

Figure 4.3. Inlet Utah Sufco Coal PSD [15] and its Corresponding Rosin-Rammler
Distribution Function Utilized in Numerical Simulations I, II, V, VI, IX, and X
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Devolatilization of the Utah Sufco coal was numerically simulated using the constant
rate devolatilization model, whereby volatilized species evolved from the Utah Sufco coal
particle into the computational domain at the specified constant rate of 50 s-1 [29]. As
mentioned in section 4.2.3, swelling coefficients of 1.2 and 1.4 were utilized in this work. A
swelling coefficient of 1.2 is a typical value used in numerical simulations of bituminous coal
combustion [30]. However, in an attempt to accurately predict the experimentally measured
outside ash deposit growth rate [7, 15] by better capturing the changes to the inlet Utah Sufco
coal PSD due to the Utah Sufco coal particle swelling during devolatilization [30, 31], a
numerical simulation with a swelling coefficient of 1.4 was completed for each of the three
combustion conditions. After the volatilized species were completely evolved, a
kinetics/diffusion-limited particle surface reaction char oxidation model was used to simulate
the consumption of the combustible fraction of the char particle [19]. This combustion model
harmonically averages a kinetic rate coefficient and a diffusion rate coefficient to determine
the particle surface reaction rate [19, 29, 32-34]. Gas phase combustion was numerically
simulated by a two-step reaction mechanism consisting of the coal volatiles oxidation
followed by carbon monoxide oxidation. As shown in Table 4.6, oxidation of the coal
volatiles generated, among other products, carbon monoxide, which was subsequently
oxidized to carbon dioxide to simulate the complete combustion achieved during the
experimental combustion tests [7, 15, 28]. Table 4.6 lists the chemical equations and kinetic
parameters for these two oxidation reactions.
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Table 4.6. Summary of Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Reactions and Corresponding
Kinetic Parameters Used to Numerically Simulate Bituminous Utah Sufco Coal Combustion
Reactions
Heterogeneous reactions
Devolatilization
Char oxidation

Pre-Exponential
Factor, A

Activation
Energy, Ea
(J/kmol)

Reference

50 (1/s)
0.002 (kg/m2sPa)

7.9E+07

[29]
[1]

2.1E+11 (1/s)

2.0E+08

[35]

2.2E+12 (1/s)

1.7E+08

[36]

2C(s) + O2 → 2CO
Homogeneous reactions
Volatiles oxidation
vol + 1.13O2 → 1.06CO +
1.97H2O + 0.028N2 + 0.0082SO2
Complete CO oxidation
2CO + O2 → 2CO2

The turbulent flow within the computational domain was numerically simulated using
the RANS SST k-omega turbulence model. The SST k-omega turbulence model was used in
this work for several reasons. First, its accuracy in resolving the flow around the ash deposit
probe was deemed adequate in previously verified numerical simulations of this University
of Utah study [7, 15] completed by University of North Dakota chemical engineering
graduate student KayLee Smith [25]. Second, Pereira et al. [37] showed the SST k-omega
turbulence model could accurately resolve the flow around a depositing surface for the range
of Reynolds numbers encountered in this study. Lastly, the suitability of RANS turbulence
models for simulating the inertial impaction process, by which the outside ash deposits were
primarily formed [7, 15], in the predominantly laminar flow near the ash deposit probe has
been demonstrated [17, 19, 38]. Therefore, utilizing the SST k-omega turbulence model in
this numerical simulation work was considered acceptable.
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Finally, the radiative properties of the Utah Sufco coal particle and the gas phase, the
ash impaction rates, and the growth rates of the outside ash deposits were numerically
simulated with UDFs. UDFs are add-on modules and frameworks that enhance the
capabilities of the ANSYS Fluent 2019 R2 solver, enabling its customization for numerically
simulating problem-specific processes, properties, and many other features [19]. The UDF
utilized for numerically simulating the Utah Sufco coal particle radiative properties was
previously developed and verified for air and oxy-combustion of coal by Krishnamoorthy
and Wolf [39]. This composition-dependent UDF accounted for the variations in the coal
particle’s absorptivity and scattering factor as it transformed to char and then ash during the
combustion process [39]. The UDF utilized for numerically simulating the gas phase
radiative property was previously developed and verified for air and oxy-combustion of coal
by Krishnamoorthy [40]. This high fidelity UDF accounted for the effects of non-gray
radiation in the gas phase [40]. The UDF utilized for numerically simulating the ash
impaction rates and the growth rates of the outside ash deposits was recently developed and
verified for air and oxy-combustion of coal by Krishnamoorthy et al [17]. This UDF tracked
the ash impaction rates and included a Weber number-based capture criterion to determine
the outside ash deposit growth rates [17]. The capture criterion accounted for the dependence
of the outside ash deposit growth rates on the stickiness of the depositing ash particles and
wall, the temperature, ash composition, and ash carbon conversion of the impacting ash
particles, and the composition and temperature of the wall’s prevailing ash deposits [13, 14,
17, 41]. A complete summary of the ANSYS Fluent 2019 R2 frameworks used to
numerically simulate the various parameters of the Utah Sufco coal combustion system is
provided in Table 4.7.
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Table 4.7. Summary of the ANSYS Fluent 2019 R2 Frameworks Invoked for Numerically
Simulating the Parameters of the Bituminous Utah Sufco Coal Combustion System
Numerically Simulated Parameter

CFD Framework (ANSYS Fluent 2019 R2)

Multiphase hydrodynamics
Flow solver
Radiative transfer equation solver
Turbulence
Drag law
Gas phase chemistry

DPM
Pressure-based
Discrete ordinates radiation model
SST k-omega
Morsi-Alexander
Finite rate/Eddy dissipation

Gas phase radiative property

Perry (5gg) [40]

Combustion model
Utah Sufco coal devolatilization

Kinetics/Diffusion limited
Constant
Variable Kabs and Kscat [39]

Utah Sufco coal radiative properties
Utah Sufco coal scattering phase
function

Anisotropic (forward scattering)

4.3. Results and Discussion
4.3.1. Validation of the Numerically Simulated Utah Sufco Coal Combustion Process
Before the results concerning the outside ash deposit growth rate predictions can be
presented and discussed, it is necessary to validate the numerical simulation of the Utah
Sufco coal combustion process. Such validation is needed because ash deposition occurs as a
result of the combustion process. Consequently, meaningful ash deposition results depend
upon accurate numerical simulation of the combustion process. In this work, the accuracy of
the numerically simulated Utah Sufco coal combustion process was evaluated by comparing
the predicted temperature and velocity profiles and flue gas volumetric flow rates from the
numerical simulations against the available experimental measurements of temperature and
estimates of velocity at estimated axial particle residence times (invoking the plug flow
assumption) within the vertical section of the OFC and experimental measurements of flue
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gas volumetric flow rates [7, 15]. Predicting temperatures, velocities, and flue gas volumetric
flow rates in agreement with those observed experimentally is critical because these process
parameters significantly influence ash impaction and deposition behavior [13, 42, 43].
In all three experimental combustion tests, the gas temperatures in the ignition zone
were measured with a ceramic capped type B thermocouple, while an unshielded type K
thermocouple was used to measure the gas temperatures in the transition and radiation zones
[7, 15]. The velocity estimates were calculated using the gas flow rate and the cross-sectional
area of the OFC [15, 17]. For the AIR combustion condition, the only velocity estimate
reported was the one at the location of the physical deposit probe [15]. Details regarding the
measurement of the flue gas volumetric flow rates were not reported. Additionally,
uncertainty in these temperature and flue gas volumetric flow rate measurements and velocity
estimates were not reported. Nevertheless, the predicted temperatures and velocities from
numerical simulations I-IV, which investigated ash deposition under the AIR combustion
condition, are compared with the experimental temperature measurements and velocity
estimate as a function of estimated axial particle residence time in Figure 4.4. The arrow in
Figure 4.4 indicates the approximate location of the geometry’s ash deposit probe based on
the estimated axial particle residence time. The sequence of the OFC’s port locations (see
Figure 4.1) based on the estimated axial particle residence time is also shown in Figure 4.4.
Good agreement between the predicted temperatures and velocities and the
experimental temperature measurements and velocity estimate in Figure 4.4 demonstrated the
adequacy of the numerical simulation methodologies utilized in this work. In fact, the most
the predicted temperatures and velocities differed from the experimental temperature
measurements and velocity estimate at the approximate ash deposit probe location, which
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was the primary region of interest in this work, was only about 40 kelvin and 0.05 meters per
second (both from numerical simulation I), respectively. Further, Figure 4.4 indicates the
temperature and velocity predictions were unaffected by changing the swelling coefficient,
spread parameter, and mean diameter because the four temperature profiles were essentially
identical and the four velocity profiles were also essentially identical. This finding is
meaningful because it revealed satisfactory temperature and velocity predictions could be
achieved in this work regardless of the swelling coefficient, spread parameter, and mean
diameter used.
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Figure 4.4. Comparison of the Predicted Centerline Profiles from Numerical Simulations IIV Against the Experimentally Measured Temperatures and Estimated Velocity [7, 15] as a
Function of Estimated Axial Particle Residence Time Assuming Plug Flow with the
Approximate Ash Deposit Probe Location Indicated by an Arrow: (a) Temperature;
(b) Velocity
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The comparison of the predicted temperatures and velocities from numerical
simulations V-VIII, which investigated ash deposition under the OXY27 combustion
condition, against the experimental temperature measurements and velocity estimates as a
function of estimated axial particle residence time is displayed in Figure 4.5. As in Figure
4.4, the arrow in Figure 4.5 indicates the approximate location of the geometry’s ash deposit
probe based on the estimated axial particle residence time. The sequence of the OFC’s port
locations (see Figure 4.1) based on the estimated axial particle residence time is again shown
in Figure 4.5. The predicted temperatures and velocities agreed well with the experimental
temperature measurements and velocity estimates in Figure 4.5, reinforcing the adequacy of
the numerical simulation methodologies utilized in this work. In fact, the most the predicted
temperatures and velocities differed from the experimental temperature measurements and
velocity estimates at the approximate ash deposit probe location, which was the primary
region of interest in this work, was about 7 kelvin (from numerical simulation VI) and 0.003
meters per second (from numerical simulation VIII), respectively. Similar to Figure 4.4,
Figure 4.5 indicates the temperature and velocity predictions were largely unaffected by
changing the swelling coefficient, spread parameter, and mean diameter because the four
temperature profiles were practically identical and the four velocity profiles were also
practically identical. This result again demonstrated acceptable temperature and velocity
predictions could be obtained in this work regardless of the swelling coefficient, spread
parameter, and mean diameter used.
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Figure 4.5. Comparison of the Predicted Centerline Profiles from Numerical Simulations VVIII Against the Experimentally Measured Temperatures and Estimated Velocities [7, 15] as
a Function of Estimated Axial Particle Residence Time Assuming Plug Flow with the
Approximate Ash Deposit Probe Location Indicated by an Arrow: (a) Temperature;
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The comparison of the predicted temperatures and velocities from numerical
simulations IX-XII, which investigated ash deposition under the OXY70 combustion
condition, against the experimental temperature measurements and velocity estimates as a
function of estimated axial particle residence time is displayed in Figure 4.6. As in Figures
4.4 and 4.5, the arrow in Figure 4.6 indicates the approximate location of the geometry’s ash
deposit probe based on the estimated axial particle residence time. The sequence of the
OFC’s port locations (see Figure 4.1) based on the estimated axial particle residence time is
shown in Figure 4.6 as it was in Figures 4.4 and 4.5. Reasonable agreement between the
predicted temperatures and velocities and the experimental temperature measurements and
velocity estimates in Figure 4.6 further demonstrated the adequacy of the numerical
simulation methodologies utilized in this work. In fact, the most the predicted temperatures
and velocities differed from the experimental temperature measurements and velocity
estimates at the approximate ash deposit probe location, which was the primary region of
interest in this work, was about 270 kelvin and 0.05 meters per second (both from numerical
simulation X), respectively. Although the temperature difference was relatively large, the
numerical simulation was highly converged (~0.04% net energy imbalance) and further
convergence did not change the temperature predictions. Consequently, this difference was
deemed allowable for this work. Figure 4.6 shows the temperature and velocity predictions
were basically unaffected by changing the spread parameter and mean diameter because the
three temperature profiles from numerical simulations IX, XI, and XII were almost identical
and the three velocity profiles from numerical simulations IX, XI, and XII were also almost
identical. However, Figure 4.6 indicates the temperature and velocity predictions were
affected by changing the swelling coefficient because the temperature and velocity
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predictions from numerical simulation X were noticeably lower in the radiation zone of the
geometry than the temperature and velocity predictions from numerical simulations IX, XI,
and XII as well as the experimental temperature measurements and velocity estimates. In
theory, changing the swelling coefficient should not have greatly affected the temperature
and velocity predictions and it is currently unclear what is causing the lower temperatures
and velocities in the radiation zone of the geometry from numerical simulation X. Therefore,
further investigation is required to determine the cause of the lower temperatures and
velocities in the radiation zone of the geometry from numerical simulation X. Nevertheless,
adequate temperature and velocity predictions for the OXY70 combustion condition could
still be generally achieved in this work.
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Finally, the comparison of the predicted flue gas volumetric flow rates from all 12
numerical simulations against the experimental flue gas volumetric flow rate measurements
is provided in Table 4.8. An experimental measurement of the flue gas volumetric flow rate
for the AIR combustion condition was not reported. Nevertheless, good agreement between
the predicted flue gas volumetric flow rates and the experimental flue gas volumetric flow
rate measurements for the other two combustion conditions in Table 4.8 further demonstrated
the adequacy of the numerical simulation methodologies utilized in this work. Having
validated the numerical simulation of the Utah Sufco coal combustion process in all 12
numerical simulations, the results concerning the outside ash deposit growth rate predictions
can now be presented and discussed.
Table 4.8. Comparison of the Predicted Flue Gas Volumetric Flow Rates from All 12
Numerical Simulations Against the Experimentally Measured Flue Gas Volumetric Flow
Rates [7, 15]
Numerical
Simulation
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI
XII

Combustion
Condition

Experimentally Measured
Predicted Flue Gas
Flue Gas Volumetric Flow Volumetric Flow Rate
Rate (Standard m3/h) [7, 15]
(Standard m3/h)

AIR

Not reported

OXY27

22

OXY70

9
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28
28
28
28
23
23
23
23
10
10
9
9

4.3.2. Results of the Outside Ash Deposit Growth Rate Predictions
The outside ash deposits were the focus of this numerical simulation work for two
reasons. First, the researchers at The University of Utah [7, 15] reported the mass of the
outside deposits increased at a constant rate continuously during the collection period,
whereas the mass of the inside deposits increased rapidly at the beginning of the collection
period and then stopped increasing after about an hour. Since the numerical simulations in
this work were performed in a steady state manner to reduce the computational effort
required for convergence, it was necessary to compare the numerically predicted ash deposit
growth rates to the time-independent experimental outside ash deposit growth rates instead of
the time-dependent experimental inside ash deposit growth rates. Second, the researchers at
The University of Utah [7, 15] observed the mass of the inside deposits was significantly less
(approximately 10x) than the mass of the outside deposits for the same collection time and
could be neglected if the total ash deposit mass was the primary quantity of interest. This
observation confirmed the necessity of comparing the numerically predicted ash deposit
growth rates to the experimental outside ash deposit growth rates because the UDF utilized
for numerically simulating the ash deposit growth rates [17] in this work was configured to
report the total ash deposit growth rate for a specified Weber number capture criterion, not
the individual inside and outside ash deposit growth rates. A Weber number capture criterion
of We < 10-5 was utilized in all 12 numerical simulations. Therefore, if the Weber number of
an ash particle impacting the geometry’s ash deposit probe was less than 10-5, the ash particle
was considered deposited and no further Lagrangian tracking was performed on it. The
Weber number capture criterion was chosen in an ad hoc manner to try to match the
predicted outside ash deposit growth rates to the experimentally measured outside ash deposit
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growth rates. It is worth mentioning the entire area of the geometry’s ash deposit probe was
utilized in the UDF of Krishnamoorthy et al. [17] for numerically simulating the outside ash
deposit growth rates and the ash impaction rates provided in this section. The experimentally
measured outside ash deposit growth rates and the predicted outside ash deposit growth rates
and ash impaction rates (for reference) from the 12 numerical simulations are provided in
Table 4.9. There are also symbols next to the numerical simulation identifier in Table 4.9 to
specify which swelling coefficient, spread parameter, and mean diameter were used. These
results will be discussed for the OXY70 combustion condition first, followed by the OXY27
combustion condition, and lastly, the AIR combustion condition.
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Table 4.9. Comparison of the Predicted Outside Ash Deposit Growth Rates Against the
Experimentally Measured Outside Ash Deposit Growth Rates [7, 15] for the Bituminous
Utah Sufco Coal Under All Three Combustion Conditions
Predicted Ash
Numerical Combustion
Impaction
Simulation Condition
Rate (g/m2-h)

Experimentally
Predicted
Measured Outside
Outside Ash
Ash Deposit Growth Deposit Growth
Rate (g/m2-h) [7, 15] Rate (g/m2-h)

I*
16,200 ± 420
530 ± 70
†
II
17,900 ± 540
750 ± 80
AIR
210 ± 13
‡
III
10,600 ± 330
330 ± 37
⸕
IV
11,200 ± 260
360 ± 28
V*
10,300 ± 900
600 ± 53
†
VI
11,500 ± 330
670 ± 53
OXY27
290 ± 40
‡
VII
7040 ± 380
330 ± 37
⸕
VIII
7700 ± 270
330 ± 29
IX*
11,700 ± 510
560 ± 78
†
X
12,000 ± 600
670 ± 87
OXY70
700 ± 76
‡
XI
9600 ± 360
520 ± 69
XII⸕
11,000 ± 510
1200 ± 98
*used a swelling coefficient of 1.2, a spread parameter of 6, and a mean diameter
of 80 μm
†
used a swelling coefficient of 1.4, a spread parameter of 6, and a mean diameter
of 80 μm
‡
used a swelling coefficient of 1.2, a spread parameter of 1.1, and a mean diameter
of 80 μm
⸕
used a swelling coefficient of 1.2, a spread parameter of 1.1, and a mean diameter
of 100 μm

Ash deposition under the OXY70 combustion condition was investigated in
numerical simulations IX-XII. A preliminary simulation, numerical simulation IX, was
completed to establish a baseline ash deposition prediction for this combustion condition by
using the standard swelling coefficient (1.2) for bituminous coals [30] and a spread parameter
(6) and mean diameter (80 μm) that resulted in a Rosin-Rammler distribution function
representative of the inlet Utah Sufco coal PSD [15]. As shown in Table 4.9, using an
accepted bituminous coal swelling coefficient and a well-characterized Rosin-Rammler
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distribution function of the inlet Utah Sufco coal PSD [15] resulted in a predicted outside ash
deposit growth rate that differed by approximately 20% from the experimentally measured
outside ash deposit growth rate from the OXY70 combustion test [7, 15]. Therefore, in an
attempt to accurately predict the experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth rate [7,
15], numerical simulation X was completed in which the swelling coefficient was increased
to 1.4 while the spread parameter and mean diameter remained at 6 and 80 μm, respectively.
Under oxy-combustion conditions, increased swelling of a bituminous coal has been
observed likely due to a more intense devolatilization in the presence of oxygen enrichment
[30, 31]. As shown in Table 4.9, increasing the swelling coefficient resulted in a more
accurate, but still erroneous, outside ash deposit growth rate prediction. In fact, the predicted
outside ash deposit growth rate from numerical simulation X only differed by approximately
4% from the experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth rate from the OXY70
combustion test [7, 15].
One possible explanation for the inaccurate outside ash deposit growth rate
predictions from numerical simulations IX and X is, as shown in Figure 4.7, the poor
agreement between the experimentally measured outside ash deposit PSD [15] and the
predicted outside ash deposit PSDs. Figure 4.7 shows the predicted outside ash deposit PSDs
conformed closely to the fairly narrow Rosin-Rammler distribution function of the inlet Utah
Sufco coal PSD [15], however, due to the swelling coefficients of 1.2 and 1.4 used in
numerical simulations IX and X, respectively, the ash particles’ diameters increased by 20%
and 40%, respectively, during devolatilization. As a result, the predicted outside ash deposit
PSDs were shifted to larger diameters relative to the inlet Utah Sufco coal Rosin-Rammler
distribution function. Figure 4.7 also shows agglomeration and particle growth processes
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occurred during the combustion process because the Rosin-Rammler distribution function of
the inlet Utah Sufco coal PSD [15] was comprised of particles with diameters between 30
and 100 μm only, whereas nearly 30 wt% of the experimentally measured outside ash deposit
PSD [15] was comprised of particles with diameters 100 μm or larger. Since the predicted
outside ash deposit PSDs conformed closely to the fairly narrow Rosin-Rammler distribution
function of the inlet Utah Sufco coal PSD [15] and not the experimentally measured outside
ash deposit PSD [15], the agglomeration and particle growth processes could not be
numerically simulated by simply increasing the swelling coefficient. The shift of the
predicted outside ash deposit PSDs to the larger diameters may also explain why the
predicted outside ash deposit growth rate from numerical simulation X was higher than the
predicted outside ash deposit growth rate from numerical simulation IX because the
dominant mechanism governing the ash deposition process was inertial impaction of the
larger diameter particles [7, 13-16]. The low gas velocities within the vertical section of the
OFC (< 1 meter per second) favored the impaction of the larger diameter particles, so it is
possible the predicted outside ash deposit growth rate increased as the swelling coefficient
increased because there were more larger diameter particles impacting and, thus, depositing
on the ash deposit probe. Nevertheless, the poor agreement between the experimentally
measured outside ash deposit PSD [15] and the predicted outside ash deposit PSDs may
explain the inaccurate predictions of the experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth
rate from numerical simulations IX and X because Krishnamoorthy et al. [17] and Beckmann
et al. [18] demonstrated numerical ash deposition predictions were critically dependent upon
numerical ash PSD predictions. Although experimental measurements of the ash PSD were
not reported, it is likely the ash PSD was similar to the experimentally measured outside ash
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deposit PSD [15] because all of the reactions and particle transformations were essentially
complete near the deposit probe [17]. Therefore, the poor agreement between the
experimentally measured outside ash deposit PSD [15] and the predicted outside ash deposit
PSDs could be considered a possible explanation for the inaccurate prediction of the
experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth rate from these two numerical
simulations.

Figure 4.7. Comparison of the Predicted Outside Ash Deposit PSDs from Numerical
Simulations IX and X Against the Experimentally Measured Outside Ash Deposit PSD [15]
Under the OXY70 Combustion Condition
In an attempt to numerically simulate the agglomeration and particle growth
processes occurring during the combustion process [17], numerical simulation XI was
completed in which the spread parameter was decreased to 1.1 while the swelling coefficient
and mean diameter remained at 1.2 and 80 μm, respectively. As shown in Figure 4.8,
decreasing the spread parameter increased the width of the Rosin-Rammler distribution
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function of the inlet Utah Sufco coal PSD [15], which resulted in the DPM surface injection
containing a wider range of particle diameters [19]. As shown in Table 4.9, using a spread
parameter of 1.1 resulted in a predicted outside ash deposit growth rate that differed by
approximately 25% from the experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth rate from
the OXY70 combustion test [7, 15]. Although this prediction was inaccurate, Figure 4.9
shows the predicted outside ash deposit PSD from numerical simulation XI agreed well with
the experimentally measured outside ash deposit PSD [15]. Therefore, it is believed a
swelling coefficient of 1.4 and a spread parameter of 1.1 are both needed for an accurate
numerical prediction of the experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth rate in the
significantly oxygen-enriched environment of the OXY70 combustion condition. However,
further investigation is required to determine if using a swelling coefficient of 1.4 and a
spread parameter of 1.1 would result in a more accurate numerical prediction of the
experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth rate. In lieu of this further investigation,
numerical simulation XII was completed in which the mean diameter was simply increased
to 100 μm while the swelling coefficient and spread parameter remained at 1.2 and 1.1,
respectively. As shown in Table 4.9, increasing the mean diameter resulted in a predicted
outside ash deposit growth rate that differed by approximately 70% from the experimentally
measured outside ash deposit growth rate from the OXY70 combustion test [7, 15].
Therefore, despite the predicted outside ash deposit PSD from numerical simulation XII
agreeing well with the experimentally measured outside ash deposit PSD [15] as shown in
Figure 4.10, simply increasing the mean diameter did not improve the accuracy of the
predicted outside ash deposit growth rate. In fact, increasing the mean diameter
approximately doubled the predicted outside ash deposit growth rate. One possible
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explanation for this considerable increase is, as shown in Figure 4.11, the predicted outside
ash deposit PSD shifted to larger diameters when the mean diameter increased from 80 μm to
100 μm. Since inertial impaction of the larger diameter particles was the dominant
mechanism governing the ash deposition process [7, 13-16] and the low gas velocities within
the vertical section of the OFC (< 1 meter per second) favored the impaction of the larger
diameter particles, it is possible the predicted outside ash deposit growth rate increased as the
mean diameter increased because there were more larger diameter particles impacting and,
thus, depositing on the ash deposit probe.

Figure 4.8. Effect of the Spread Parameter on the Rosin-Rammler Distribution Function of
the Inlet Utah Sufco Coal PSD Measurements [15]
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Figure 4.9. Comparison of the Predicted Outside Ash Deposit PSD from Numerical
Simulation XI Against the Experimentally Measured Outside Ash Deposit PSD [15] Under
the OXY70 Combustion Condition

Figure 4.10. Comparison of the Predicted Outside Ash Deposit PSD from Numerical
Simulation XII Against the Experimentally Measured Outside Ash Deposit PSD [15] Under
the OXY70 Combustion Condition
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Figure 4.11. Comparison of the Predicted Outside Ash Deposit PSDs from Numerical
Simulations XI and XII
Ash deposition under the OXY27 combustion condition was investigated in
numerical simulations V-VIII. A preliminary simulation, numerical simulation V, was
completed to establish a baseline ash deposition prediction for this combustion condition by
using the standard swelling coefficient (1.2) for bituminous coals [30] and a spread parameter
(6) and mean diameter (80 μm) that resulted in a Rosin-Rammler distribution function
representative of the inlet Utah Sufco coal PSD [15]. As shown in Table 4.9, using an
accepted bituminous coal swelling coefficient and a well-characterized Rosin-Rammler
distribution function of the inlet Utah Sufco coal PSD [15] resulted in a predicted outside ash
deposit growth rate that differed by approximately 110% from the experimentally measured
outside ash deposit growth rate from the OXY27 combustion test [7, 15]. Therefore, in an
attempt to accurately predict the experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth rate [7,
15], numerical simulation VI was completed in which the swelling coefficient was increased
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to 1.4 while the spread parameter and mean diameter remained at 6 and 80 μm, respectively.
As previously mentioned, increased swelling of a bituminous coal has been observed under
oxy-combustion conditions likely due to a more intense devolatilization in the presence of
oxygen enrichment [30, 31]. As shown in Table 4.9, increasing the swelling coefficient
resulted in a more inaccurate outside ash deposit growth rate prediction. In fact, the predicted
outside ash deposit growth rate from numerical simulation VI differed by approximately
130% from the experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth rate from the OXY27
combustion test [7, 15]. Therefore, using a higher swelling coefficient may only be
applicable in the significantly oxygen-enriched environment of the OXY70 combustion
condition.
As with numerical simulations IX and X under the OXY70 combustion condition,
one possible explanation for the inaccurate outside ash deposit growth rate predictions from
numerical simulations V and VI is, as shown in Figure 4.12, the poor agreement between the
experimentally measured outside ash deposit PSD [15] and the predicted outside ash deposit
PSDs. Figure 4.12, like Figure 4.7, shows the predicted outside ash deposit PSDs conformed
closely to the fairly narrow Rosin-Rammler distribution function of the inlet Utah Sufco coal
PSD [15], however, due to the swelling coefficients of 1.2 and 1.4 used in numerical
simulations V and VI, respectively, the ash particles’ diameters increased by 20% and 40%,
respectively, during devolatilization. As a result, the predicted outside ash deposit PSDs were
shifted to larger diameters relative to the inlet Utah Sufco coal Rosin-Rammler distribution
function. Like Figure 4.7, Figure 4.12 also shows agglomeration and particle growth
processes occurred during the combustion process because the Rosin-Rammler distribution
function of the inlet Utah Sufco coal PSD [15] was comprised of particles with diameters
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between 30 and 100 μm only, whereas almost 25 wt% of the experimentally measured
outside ash deposit PSD [15] was comprised of particles with diameters 100 μm or larger.
Since the predicted outside ash deposit PSDs conformed closely to the fairly narrow RosinRammler distribution function of the inlet Utah Sufco coal PSD [15] and not the
experimentally measured outside ash deposit PSD [15], the agglomeration and particle
growth processes could not be numerically simulated by simply increasing the swelling
coefficient. The shift of the predicted outside ash deposit PSDs to the larger diameters may
also explain why the predicted outside ash deposit growth rate from numerical simulation VI
was higher than the predicted outside ash deposit growth rate from numerical simulation V
because, as explained previously, there were likely more larger diameter particles impacting
and, thus, depositing on the ash deposit probe. Nevertheless, the poor agreement between the
experimentally measured outside ash deposit PSD [15] and the predicted outside ash deposit
PSDs may explain the inaccurate predictions of the experimentally measured outside ash
deposit growth rate from numerical simulations V and VI because, as before,
Krishnamoorthy et al. [17] and Beckmann et al. [18] demonstrated numerical ash deposition
predictions were critically dependent upon numerical ash PSD predictions.
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Figure 4.12. Comparison of the Predicted Outside Ash Deposit PSDs from Numerical
Simulations V and VI Against the Experimentally Measured Outside Ash Deposit PSD [15]
Under the OXY27 Combustion Condition
In an attempt to numerically simulate the agglomeration and particle growth
processes occurring during the combustion process [17], numerical simulation VII was
completed in which the spread parameter was decreased to 1.1 while the swelling coefficient
and mean diameter remained at 1.2 and 80 μm, respectively. As previously mentioned,
decreasing the spread parameter increased the width of the Rosin-Rammler distribution
function of the inlet Utah Sufco coal PSD [15], which resulted in the DPM surface injection
containing a wider range of particle diameters [19]. As shown in Table 4.9, using a spread
parameter of 1.1 resulted in a more accurate, but still erroneous, outside ash deposit growth
rate prediction. In fact, the predicted outside ash deposit growth rate from numerical
simulation VII only differed by approximately 14% from the experimentally measured
outside ash deposit growth rate from the OXY27 combustion test [7, 15]. The improved
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accuracy of the predicted outside ash deposit growth rate from numerical simulation VII is
attributed to the good agreement between the experimentally measured outside ash deposit
PSD [15] and the predicted outside ash deposit PSD shown in Figure 4.13, thereby
reaffirming the observations of Krishnamoorthy et al. [17] and Beckmann et al. [18] that
numerical ash deposition predictions are critically dependent upon numerical ash PSD
predictions.

Figure 4.13. Comparison of the Predicted Outside Ash Deposit PSD from Numerical
Simulation VII Against the Experimentally Measured Outside Ash Deposit PSD [15] Under
the OXY27 Combustion Condition
In an attempt to more accurately predict the experimentally measured outside ash
deposit PSD and growth rate of the outside ash deposits, numerical simulation VIII was
completed in which the mean diameter was increased to 100 μm while the swelling
coefficient and spread parameter remained at 1.2 and 1.1, respectively. As shown in Table
4.9, increasing the mean diameter from 80 μm to 100 μm did not change or improve the
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accuracy of the outside ash deposit growth rate prediction despite the decent agreement
between the experimentally measured outside ash deposit PSD [15] and the predicted outside
ash deposit PSD from numerical simulation VIII as shown in Figure 4.14. In theory, the
predicted outside ash deposit growth rate should have increased because the predicted outside
ash deposit PSD should have shifted to larger diameters when the mean diameter increased
from 80 μm to 100 μm. However, as shown in Figure 4.15, the predicted outside ash deposit
PSD shifted to smaller diameters when the mean diameter increased from 80 μm to 100 μm.
This result is not yet fully understood and further investigation is required to ascertain the
cause of the predicted outside ash deposit PSD from numerical simulation VIII shifting to
smaller, instead of larger, diameters. Overall, increasing the mean diameter did not change or
improve the accuracy of the predicted outside ash deposit growth rate under the OXY27
combustion condition.
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Figure 4.14. Comparison of the Predicted Outside Ash Deposit PSD from Numerical
Simulation VIII Against the Experimentally Measured Outside Ash Deposit PSD [15] Under
the OXY27 Combustion Condition

Figure 4.15. Comparison of the Predicted Outside Ash Deposit PSDs from Numerical
Simulations VII and VIII
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Ash deposition under the AIR combustion condition was investigated in numerical
simulations I-IV. A preliminary simulation, numerical simulation I, was completed to
establish a baseline ash deposition prediction for this combustion condition by using the
standard swelling coefficient (1.2) for bituminous coals [30] and a spread parameter (6) and
mean diameter (80 μm) that resulted in a Rosin-Rammler distribution function representative
of the inlet Utah Sufco coal PSD [15]. As shown in Table 4.9, using an accepted bituminous
coal swelling coefficient and a well-characterized Rosin-Rammler distribution function of the
inlet Utah Sufco coal PSD [15] resulted in a predicted outside ash deposit growth rate that
differed by approximately 150% from the experimentally measured outside ash deposit
growth rate from the AIR combustion test [7, 15]. Therefore, in an attempt to accurately
predict the experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth rate [7, 15], numerical
simulation II was completed in which the swelling coefficient was increased to 1.4 while the
spread parameter and mean diameter remained at 6 and 80 μm, respectively. Although
increased swelling of a bituminous coal has been observed under oxy-combustion conditions
likely due to a more intense devolatilization in the presence of oxygen enrichment [30, 31], a
simulation with a swelling coefficient of 1.4 under the AIR combustion condition was
completed for comparison purposes. As shown in Table 4.9, increasing the swelling
coefficient resulted in a more inaccurate outside ash deposit growth rate prediction. In fact,
the predicted outside ash deposit growth rate from numerical simulation II differed by
approximately 250% from the experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth rate from
the AIR combustion test [7, 15]. Therefore, as previously mentioned, using a higher swelling
coefficient may only be applicable in the significantly oxygen-enriched environment of the
OXY70 combustion condition.
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As with numerical simulations IX and X under the OXY70 combustion condition and
numerical simulations V and VI under the OXY27 combustion condition, one possible
explanation for the inaccurate outside ash deposit growth rate predictions from numerical
simulations I and II is, as shown in Figure 4.16, the likely poor agreement between
measurements of the outside ash deposit PSD for the experimental AIR combustion test [15]
and the predicted outside ash deposit PSDs. Measurements of the outside ash deposit PSD for
the experimental AIR combustion test [7, 15] were not reported. However, since the
temperatures and residence times in the AIR and OXY27 combustion tests were similar (see
Figures 4.4 and 4.5), the outside ash deposit PSD from the AIR combustion test is anticipated
to be similar to the experimentally measured outside ash deposit PSD from the OXY27
combustion test shown in Figures 4.12-4.15. Figure 4.16, like Figures 4.7 and 4.12, shows
the predicted outside ash deposit PSDs conformed closely to the fairly narrow RosinRammler distribution function of the inlet Utah Sufco coal PSD [15], however, due to the
swelling coefficients of 1.2 and 1.4 used in numerical simulations I and II, respectively, the
ash particles’ diameters increased by 20% and 40%, respectively, during devolatilization. As
a result, the predicted outside ash deposit PSDs were shifted to larger diameters relative to
the inlet Utah Sufco coal Rosin-Rammler distribution function. If measurements of the
outside ash deposit PSD for the experimental AIR combustion test were reported, it is likely
Figure 4.16, like Figures 4.7 and 4.12, would also show agglomeration and particle growth
processes occurred during the combustion process. Since the predicted outside ash deposit
PSDs conformed closely to the fairly narrow Rosin-Rammler distribution function of the
inlet Utah Sufco coal PSD [15], the likely agglomeration and particle growth processes
probably could not be numerically simulated by simply increasing the swelling coefficient.
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The shift of the predicted outside ash deposit PSDs to the larger diameters may also explain
why the predicted outside ash deposit growth rate from numerical simulation II was higher
than the predicted outside ash deposit growth rate from numerical simulation I because, as
explained previously, there were likely more larger diameter particles impacting and, thus,
depositing on the ash deposit probe. Nevertheless, the probable poor agreement between the
unreported measurements of the outside ash deposit PSD for the experimental AIR
combustion test [15] and the predicted outside ash deposit PSDs may explain the inaccurate
predictions of the experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth rate from numerical
simulations I and II because, as before, Krishnamoorthy et al. [17] and Beckmann et al. [18]
demonstrated numerical ash deposition predictions were critically dependent upon numerical
ash PSD predictions.

Figure 4.16. Predicted Outside Ash Deposit PSDs from Numerical Simulations I and II
Under the AIR Combustion Condition
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In an attempt to numerically simulate the probable agglomeration and particle growth
processes occurring during the combustion process [17], numerical simulation III was
completed in which the spread parameter was decreased to 1.1 while the swelling coefficient
and mean diameter remained at 1.2 and 80 μm, respectively. As previously mentioned,
decreasing the spread parameter increased the width of the Rosin-Rammler distribution
function of the inlet Utah Sufco coal PSD [15], which resulted in the DPM surface injection
containing a wider range of particle diameters [19]. As shown in Table 4.9, using a spread
parameter of 1.1 resulted in a more accurate, but still erroneous, outside ash deposit growth
rate prediction. In fact, the predicted outside ash deposit growth rate from numerical
simulation III differed by approximately 60% from the experimentally measured outside ash
deposit growth rate from the AIR combustion test [7, 15]. The improved accuracy of the
predicted outside ash deposit growth rate from numerical simulation III is attributed to the
likely good agreement between the unreported measurements of the outside ash deposit PSD
for the experimental AIR combustion test [15] and the predicted outside ash deposit PSD
shown in Figure 4.17, thereby probably reaffirming the observations of Krishnamoorthy et al.
[17] and Beckmann et al. [18] that numerical ash deposition predictions are critically
dependent upon numerical ash PSD predictions.
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Figure 4.17. Predicted Outside Ash Deposit PSD from Numerical Simulation III Under the
AIR Combustion Condition
In an attempt to more accurately predict the experimentally measured growth rate of
the outside ash deposits, numerical simulation IV was completed in which the mean diameter
was increased to 100 μm while the swelling coefficient and spread parameter remained at 1.2
and 1.1, respectively. As shown in Table 4.9, increasing the mean diameter resulted in a
predicted outside ash deposit growth rate that differed by approximately 70% from the
experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth rate from the AIR combustion test [7,
15]. Therefore, despite the predicted outside ash deposit PSD from numerical simulation IV
likely agreeing well with the unreported measurements of the outside ash deposit PSD for the
experimental AIR combustion test [15] as shown in Figure 4.18, simply increasing the mean
diameter did not improve the accuracy of the predicted outside ash deposit growth rate. As
with numerical simulation XII under the OXY70 combustion condition, one possible
explanation for the more inaccurate outside ash deposit growth rate prediction from
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numerical simulation IV is, as shown in Figure 4.19, the predicted outside ash deposit PSD
shifted to larger diameters when the mean diameter increased from 80 μm to 100 μm. Since
inertial impaction of the larger diameter particles was the dominant mechanism governing the
ash deposition process [7, 13-16] and the low gas velocities within the vertical section of the
OFC (< 1 meter per second) favored the impaction of the larger diameter particles, it is
possible the predicted outside ash deposit growth rate increased as the mean diameter
increased because there were more larger diameter particles impacting and, thus, depositing
on the ash deposit probe.

Figure 4.18. Predicted Outside Ash Deposit PSD from Numerical Simulation IV Under the
AIR Combustion Condition
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Figure 4.19. Comparison of the Predicted Outside Ash Deposit PSDs from Numerical
Simulations III and IV
4.4. Conclusions
The predicted temperatures, velocities, and flue gas volumetric flow rates from all 12
numerical simulations agreed well with the respective experimental measurements and
estimates. These results demonstrated the adequacy of the numerical simulation
methodologies utilized in this work. Based on these results, it was concluded acceptable
temperature, velocity, and flue gas volumetric flow rate predictions could be generally
obtained in this work irrespective of the swelling coefficient, spread parameter, and mean
diameter used.
Ash deposition under the AIR combustion condition was investigated in numerical
simulations I-IV. Using an accepted bituminous coal swelling coefficient of 1.2 and a wellcharacterized Rosin-Rammler distribution function of the inlet Utah Sufco coal PSD resulted
in a predicted outside ash deposit growth rate that differed by approximately 150% from the
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experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth rate from the AIR combustion test.
Increasing the swelling coefficient resulted in a more inaccurate outside ash deposit growth
rate prediction. Based on these results, it was concluded the inaccurate outside ash deposit
growth rate predictions were probably due to the likely poor agreement between the
unreported measurements of the outside ash deposit PSD for the experimental AIR
combustion test and the predicted outside ash deposit PSDs. Decreasing the spread parameter
to 1.1 resulted in a predicted outside ash deposit growth rate that differed by approximately
60% from the experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth rate from the AIR
combustion test. The improved accuracy of the predicted outside ash deposit growth rate was
attributed to the likely good agreement between the unreported measurements of the outside
ash deposit PSD for the experimental AIR combustion test and the predicted outside ash
deposit PSD. Based on this result, it was concluded numerical ash deposition predictions are
probably critically dependent upon numerical ash PSD predictions, thereby likely reaffirming
the observations of Krishnamoorthy et al. [17] and Beckmann et al [18]. Increasing the mean
diameter increased the inaccuracy of the predicted outside ash deposit growth rate despite the
predicted outside ash deposit PSD probably agreeing well with the unreported measurements
of the outside ash deposit PSD for the experimental AIR combustion test. Based on this
result, it was concluded the inaccuracy of the predicted outside ash deposit growth rate was
possibly due to more larger diameter particles impacting and, thus, depositing on the ash
deposit probe.
Ash deposition under the OXY27 combustion condition was investigated in
numerical simulations V-VIII. Using an accepted bituminous coal swelling coefficient of 1.2
and a well-characterized Rosin-Rammler distribution function of the inlet Utah Sufco coal
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PSD resulted in a predicted outside ash deposit growth rate that differed by approximately
110% from the experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth rate from the OXY27
combustion test. Increasing the swelling coefficient resulted in a more inaccurate outside ash
deposit growth rate prediction. Based on these results, it was concluded the inaccurate
outside ash deposit growth rate predictions were due to the poor agreement between the
experimentally measured outside ash deposit PSD and the predicted outside ash deposit
PSDs. Decreasing the spread parameter to 1.1 resulted in a predicted outside ash deposit
growth rate that differed by approximately 14% from the experimentally measured outside
ash deposit growth rate from the OXY27 combustion test. The improved accuracy of the
predicted outside ash deposit growth rate was attributed to the good agreement between the
experimentally measured outside ash deposit PSD and the predicted outside ash deposit PSD.
Based on this result, it was concluded numerical ash deposition predictions are critically
dependent upon numerical ash PSD predictions, thereby reaffirming the observations of
Krishnamoorthy et al. [17] and Beckmann et al [18]. Increasing the mean diameter did not
change or improve the accuracy of the outside ash deposit growth rate prediction despite the
decent agreement between the experimentally measured outside ash deposit PSD and the
predicted outside ash deposit PSD. Based on this result, it was concluded the unchanged
outside ash deposit growth rate prediction was due to, for a reason not yet entirely known, the
predicted outside ash deposit PSD shifting to smaller, instead of larger, diameters. Further
investigation to ascertain the cause of this shift was therefore recommended.
Finally, ash deposition under the OXY70 combustion condition was investigated in
numerical simulations IX-XII. Using an accepted bituminous coal swelling coefficient of 1.2
and a well-characterized Rosin-Rammler distribution function of the inlet Utah Sufco coal
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PSD resulted in a predicted outside ash deposit growth rate that differed by approximately
20% from the experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth rate from the OXY70
combustion test. Increasing the swelling coefficient resulted in a predicted outside ash
deposit growth rate that only differed by approximately 4% from the experimentally
measured outside ash deposit growth rate from the OXY70 combustion test. Based on these
results, two conclusions were made. First, using a higher swelling coefficient may only be
applicable in the significantly oxygen-enriched environment of the OXY70 combustion
condition. Second, the inaccurate outside ash deposit growth rate predictions were due to the
poor agreement between the experimentally measured outside ash deposit PSD and the
predicted outside ash deposit PSDs. Decreasing the spread parameter to 1.1 resulted in a
predicted outside ash deposit growth rate that differed by approximately 25% from the
experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth rate from the OXY70 combustion test.
Although this prediction was inaccurate, the predicted outside ash deposit PSD agreed well
with the experimentally measured outside ash deposit PSD. Based on this result, it was
concluded a swelling coefficient of 1.4 and a spread parameter of 1.1 are likely both needed
for an accurate numerical prediction of the experimentally measured outside ash deposit
growth rate in the significantly oxygen-enriched environment of the OXY70 combustion
condition. Further investigation to determine if using a swelling coefficient of 1.4 and a
spread parameter of 1.1 would result in a more accurate numerical prediction of the
experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth rate was therefore recommended.
Increasing the mean diameter increased the inaccuracy of the predicted outside ash deposit
growth rate despite the predicted outside ash deposit PSD agreeing well with the
experimentally measured outside ash deposit PSD. Based on this result, it was concluded the
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inaccuracy of the predicted outside ash deposit growth rate was due to more larger diameter
particles impacting and, thus, depositing on the ash deposit probe.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
5.1. Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work of the PRB Coal Numerical
Simulations
5.1.1. Conclusions from the Verification of the Numerically Simulated PRB Coal Combustion
Process
The predicted temperatures, velocities, and flue gas volumetric flow rates from all 13
numerical simulations agreed well with the respective experimental measurements and
estimates. These results demonstrated the adequacy of the numerical simulation
methodologies utilized in this work. Based on these results, it was concluded acceptable
temperature, velocity, and flue gas volumetric flow rate predictions could be obtained in this
work irrespective of the number of bins specified for the inlet PRB coal PSD model, the inlet
PRB coal density model employed, and the inlet PRB coal PSD model used.
5.1.2. Ash Impaction Rate Sensitivity Study Conclusions and Recommendation for Future
Work
An obvious sensitivity in the predicted ash impaction rate was exhibited as the
number of bins specified for the inlet PRB coal PSD model increased from 40 to 120,
however, no change in the predicted ash impaction rate was observed when the number of
bins increased from 120 to 160. Based on these results, two conclusions were made. First, an
adequate number of bins must be specified for the inlet coal PSD model because this
numerical simulation parameter had an apparent effect on the ash impaction rate predictions.
Second, 120 bins appeared adequate for this work.
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The predicted ash impaction rate decreased when the inlet PRB coal density model
was changed from the default model to the user-defined model for the AIR and OXY50
combustion conditions. Based on these results, it was concluded the user-defined density
model resulted in ash PSDs consisting of fewer larger diameter particles and, consequently,
lower ash impaction rates. For the OXY27 combustion condition, the predicted ash impaction
rate increased when the inlet PRB coal density model was changed from the default model to
the user-defined model. Based on this unexpected result, it was preliminarily concluded the
effects of eddy diffusion, which were likely significant in the surprisingly very turbulent flow
surrounding the ash deposit probe in the OXY27 numerical simulation utilizing the default
density model, could not be accounted for in the predicted ash impaction rate by the RANS
SST k-omega turbulence model. Further investigation to ascertain the cause of the highly
turbulent flow surrounding the ash deposit probe in the OXY27 numerical simulation
utilizing the default density model was therefore recommended for future work.
The predicted ash impaction rate increased when the inlet PRB coal PSD model was
changed from the one based on the inlet PRB coal PSD provided by Zhang [1] to the one
based on the inlet PRB coal PSD provided by Zhou [2]. Based on this result, two conclusions
were made. First, the inlet PRB coal PSD model was a numerical simulation parameter that
had a clear effect on the predicted ash impaction rate in this work, especially for a nonswelling and non-fragmenting inlet coal like PRB. Second, the PSD of the impacting ash
particles in the numerical simulation using the inlet PRB coal PSD model based on the inlet
PRB coal PSD provided by Zhou [2] likely had double the mass fraction of large diameter
particles (dp ≥ 100 μm) compared to the PSD of the impacting ash particles in the numerical
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simulation using the inlet PRB coal PSD model based on the inlet PRB coal PSD provided by
Zhang [1], resulting in the higher predicted ash impaction rate.
5.1.3. Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work from the PRB Coal Outside Ash
Deposit Growth Rate Predictions
Finally, the experimental growth rates of the outside ash deposits from the pulverized
PRB coal combustion tests could not be predicted by the numerical simulations in this work.
Based on this result, two conclusions were made. First, better agreement between the
experimentally measured outside ash deposit PSDs and the numerically predicted outside ash
deposit PSDs was needed for more accurate numerical predictions of the experimentally
measured outside ash deposit growth rates. Further investigation to determine a viable
numerical method for improving the agreement between the experimentally measured outside
ash deposit PSDs and the predicted outside ash deposit PSDs for the non-swelling and nonfragmenting PRB coal was therefore recommended for future work. Second, more advanced
SRS turbulence models, such as the SAS and the ELES models, were needed for simulating
the partially turbulent flow near the ash deposit probe and capturing the effects of eddy
diffusion on the ash deposition process. Further investigation with more computing power
than was available in this work was therefore recommended for future work to determine if
employing these more advanced turbulence models would result in more accurate numerical
predictions of the experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth rates.
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5.2. Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work of the Utah Sufco Coal Numerical
Simulations
5.2.1. Conclusions from the Verification of the Numerically Simulated Utah Sufco Coal
Combustion Process
The predicted temperatures, velocities, and flue gas volumetric flow rates from all 12
numerical simulations agreed well with the respective experimental measurements and
estimates. These results demonstrated the adequacy of the numerical simulation
methodologies utilized in this work. Based on these results, it was concluded acceptable
temperature, velocity, and flue gas volumetric flow rate predictions could be generally
obtained in this work irrespective of the swelling coefficient, spread parameter, and mean
diameter used.
5.2.2. Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work from the Utah Sufco Coal Outside
Ash Deposit Growth Rate Predictions
Using an accepted bituminous coal swelling coefficient of 1.2 and a wellcharacterized Rosin-Rammler distribution function of the inlet Utah Sufco coal PSD resulted
in a predicted outside ash deposit growth rate that differed by approximately 150% from the
experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth rate from the AIR combustion test.
Increasing the swelling coefficient resulted in a more inaccurate outside ash deposit growth
rate prediction. Based on these results, it was concluded the inaccurate outside ash deposit
growth rate predictions were probably due to the likely poor agreement between the
unreported measurements of the outside ash deposit PSD for the experimental AIR
combustion test and the predicted outside ash deposit PSDs. Decreasing the spread parameter
to 1.1 resulted in a predicted outside ash deposit growth rate that differed by approximately
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60% from the experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth rate from the AIR
combustion test. The improved accuracy of the predicted outside ash deposit growth rate was
attributed to the likely good agreement between the unreported measurements of the outside
ash deposit PSD for the experimental AIR combustion test and the predicted outside ash
deposit PSD. Based on this result, it was concluded numerical ash deposition predictions are
probably critically dependent upon numerical ash PSD predictions, thereby likely reaffirming
the observations of Krishnamoorthy et al. [3] and Beckmann et al [4]. Increasing the mean
diameter increased the inaccuracy of the predicted outside ash deposit growth rate despite the
predicted outside ash deposit PSD probably agreeing well with the unreported measurements
of the outside ash deposit PSD for the experimental AIR combustion test. Based on this
result, it was concluded the inaccuracy of the predicted outside ash deposit growth rate was
possibly due to more larger diameter particles impacting and, thus, depositing on the ash
deposit probe.
Using an accepted bituminous coal swelling coefficient of 1.2 and a wellcharacterized Rosin-Rammler distribution function of the inlet Utah Sufco coal PSD resulted
in a predicted outside ash deposit growth rate that differed by approximately 110% from the
experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth rate from the OXY27 combustion test.
Increasing the swelling coefficient resulted in a more inaccurate outside ash deposit growth
rate prediction. Based on these results, it was concluded the inaccurate outside ash deposit
growth rate predictions were due to the poor agreement between the experimentally
measured outside ash deposit PSD and the predicted outside ash deposit PSDs. Decreasing
the spread parameter to 1.1 resulted in a predicted outside ash deposit growth rate that
differed by approximately 14% from the experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth
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rate from the OXY27 combustion test. The improved accuracy of the predicted outside ash
deposit growth rate was attributed to the good agreement between the experimentally
measured outside ash deposit PSD and the predicted outside ash deposit PSD. Based on this
result, it was concluded numerical ash deposition predictions are critically dependent upon
numerical ash PSD predictions, thereby reaffirming the observations of Krishnamoorthy et
al. [3] and Beckmann et al [4]. Increasing the mean diameter did not change or improve the
accuracy of the outside ash deposit growth rate prediction despite the decent agreement
between the experimentally measured outside ash deposit PSD and the predicted outside ash
deposit PSD. Based on this result, it was concluded the unchanged outside ash deposit
growth rate prediction was due to, for a reason not yet entirely known, the predicted outside
ash deposit PSD shifting to smaller, instead of larger, diameters. Further investigation to
ascertain the cause of this shift was therefore recommended for future work.
Using an accepted bituminous coal swelling coefficient of 1.2 and a wellcharacterized Rosin-Rammler distribution function of the inlet Utah Sufco coal PSD resulted
in a predicted outside ash deposit growth rate that differed by approximately 20% from the
experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth rate from the OXY70 combustion test.
Increasing the swelling coefficient resulted in a predicted outside ash deposit growth rate that
only differed by approximately 4% from the experimentally measured outside ash deposit
growth rate from the OXY70 combustion test. Based on these results, two conclusions were
made. First, using a higher swelling coefficient may only be applicable in the significantly
oxygen-enriched environment of the OXY70 combustion condition. Second, the inaccurate
outside ash deposit growth rate predictions were due to the poor agreement between the
experimentally measured outside ash deposit PSD and the predicted outside ash deposit
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PSDs. Decreasing the spread parameter to 1.1 resulted in a predicted outside ash deposit
growth rate that differed by approximately 25% from the experimentally measured outside
ash deposit growth rate from the OXY70 combustion test. Although this prediction was
inaccurate, the predicted outside ash deposit PSD agreed well with the experimentally
measured outside ash deposit PSD. Based on this result, it was concluded a swelling
coefficient of 1.4 and a spread parameter of 1.1 are likely both needed for an accurate
numerical prediction of the experimentally measured outside ash deposit growth rate in the
significantly oxygen-enriched environment of the OXY70 combustion condition. Further
investigation to determine if using a swelling coefficient of 1.4 and a spread parameter of 1.1
would result in a more accurate numerical prediction of the experimentally measured outside
ash deposit growth rate was therefore recommended for future work. Increasing the mean
diameter increased the inaccuracy of the predicted outside ash deposit growth rate despite the
predicted outside ash deposit PSD agreeing well with the experimentally measured outside
ash deposit PSD. Based on this result, it was concluded the inaccuracy of the predicted
outside ash deposit growth rate was due to more larger diameter particles impacting and,
thus, depositing on the ash deposit probe.
5.3. Additional Recommendations for Future Numerical Simulation Work of The University
of Utah’s Experimental Combustion Tests
Future numerical simulation work of The University of Utah’s experimental
combustion tests should focus on the biomass and biomass-coal blended fuels. The
researchers at The University of Utah combusted two different biomasses (rice husks with
supplemental natural gas and torrefied wood) and three different biomass-coal blended fuels
(rice husks with Utah Sufco coal, rice husks with PRB coal, and torrefied wood with Utah
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Sufco coal) under air and second generation atmospheric pressure oxy-combustion
conditions. The biomass and biomass-coal blended fuels should be the focus of future
numerical simulation work because oxy-combustion of biomass and biomass-coal blends
followed by carbon dioxide capture and sequestration (known as BioEnergy with Carbon
Capture and Sequestration or BECCS) may be one of the few processes that can
simultaneously remove carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and produce electricity using
essentially conventional power systems. However, one of the obstacles making the
commercial realization of the BECCS technology difficult is the increased ash deposition on
boiler heat transfer surfaces. The ability to numerically predict the ash deposition in advance
is therefore considered an urgent need for expediting the commercial realization of the
BECCS technology.
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